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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The University of Central Florida (UCF) , Institute for Simul a tion
and Training (1ST), is pleased to provide the united States Air
Force Human Resources Laboratory, Human Systems Divi s ion,
HRL/PRP. (Dr. Suzanne Lipcomb ) with thi s capabilities docume nt in

response to the
Sought Synopsis:
Support,

PMRS

Commerce Business Daily announcement Sources
Research, Development, Training a nd Evaluation

90-25,

d a ted

October

2,

1990.

UCF / IST

is

a

universi ty-based laboratory capable of p erforming research
projects and advancing training and simulation technol ogies that
are related to USAF Human Resources Laboratory Tra ining needs.
UCF/IST possesses the professional skills and lab orato ry
resources to provide innovative research and development in the
specified areas of interest.
The diversity of professionals at
UCF, 1ST, Florida State uni versi ties and require d industry
collaboration can be brought together in one location to support
the research requirements of USAF Human Resources Laboratory in
this appl ication area. UCF's and IST's ability to work with other
universities and a variety of private industrial clients, as well
as the military, has been demonstrated historically and will
cont inue to be fostered by UCF/IST.
The proposed research would be accomplished via a sharing of
r esources.
Figure 1 illustrates the networking between UCF /IST
and others including other universities, industry, and th,
Department of Defense.

1.1 summary of capabilities
The following sections of this document present UCF/IST
capabilities. This section will summarize these capabilities and
direct the reader to specific sections for further detail.

1.1.1

Simulation and Training Technologies

1ST has an established record in conducting advanced research and
development in numerous simulation and training technologies .
IST has extensive expertise in the technical areas applicable to
this project including:
computer Based Training
Embedded Training
Intelligent Tutoring
Human Performance
Cognitive Modeling
Adaptive Learning
Team Training
Job Skills Analysis
Manpower, Personnel and Training
Artificial Intelligence/Intelligent Systems
Instructional Technologies
Occupational and Training Requirements
Footprint/Crosswalk
Readiness, Exercises and Joint Service
Interoperability Training
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has a long hi story of coordination a nd cooperation with
industry , other universities and g o vernment labora t ories .
1ST
has an Industrial Advisory Board which consists of t h e following
compa ni es :
Burtek

Hughes S imulation Sys t ems
Lora l Defense Systems
Mc Donnell Douglas
Perceptronics
Reflectone
Star Mountain
Systems & Simulation

CAE - Li nk
Encore Computer

Evans & Su therland
G.E. Aerospace
Grumma n Electronics
Harris
wes tinghouse Electric

This board meets twice a year to advise 1ST on industry problems,
share state -of- the - art technology information, and ~ritique IST's
researc h efforts .

I ST was asked by Navy Total Force Training and Education Policy
Division COP-Ill to assemble an industry ta sk force to specify
the training r esearch needs to meet Navy training requiremen.t s in
the year 2000.
1ST assembled the following companies and
produced a report for OP-ll.
Harris Corporation
General Electric Corporation
Grumman Sim. & Trng . Products
Evans & Sutherland
McDonnell Aircraft
Perceptronics
Reflectone

IBM
Digital Equipment
Corporation
Eagle Technology

Gould
Hughes
Paragon

I ST has been tasked by DARPA and PM TRADE to develop a standard
for interoperability of Defense Simulations. Workshops hosted by
I ST involved over 90 different organizations.
As a result of
these workshops,
IST has established a
strong working
relationship with following members of industry:
BBN
IBM
Martin Marrietta
McDonnell Douglas
Hughes
Gene ral Dynamics
Lockheed Sanders
CAE Link

SAle
SYSeON
AAI
Raytheon
STI
Boeing
Mitre
Northrop
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a

technology

wo rking

deve l op me n t

r e l a ti o n s hip

efforts ,

with

t he

we

ha v e

following

u n i versities:

Georgia Tech
University o f Iowa
University of South Florida
Carnegie-Mellon University
Univers ity of Alabama

1ST has a lso deve loped a worki ng relationship wi th t he following
governme nt agencies and laboratories:

PM TRADE
DARPA
TPDC
USA HEL
NTSC
NATC
ONR
NASA Ames
ARI Ft. Rucker
Nava l Oceans Systems Center
SIMNET 0 Site Ft. Knox

USA
USA
USA
1.1.2

CECOM
ETL
DCA

Interdisciplinary Research

1ST is currently conducting interdisciplinary simulaticn and
training research involving the physical, engineering, behavioral
and computer sciences.
1ST is a multidisciplina ry organization
wit h a permanent staff of research specialists from a wide
variety of disciplines including hUman factors, cognitive
psychology, education, human performance, computer science,
computer engineering, mathematics, electrical engineering,
aerospace engineering among others.
In addition, 1ST regularly
draws upon the expertise of faculty within all colleges of the
Un iversity of Central Florida, other institutions within the
Florida State University System and indus try to supplement its
core technical base.
This provides access to numerous areas of
c rit ical t e chnical expertise including management, logist ics,
physical,
instructional
technology,
industri a l /organi zati onal
psychology, etc.
It should be noted that a l a rge portion of the
insti tute' s staff have extensive experience in industry or
government agencies.
Integration with the academic environment
provides a unique industrial/government/academic perspective on
simulat ion and training research.
1ST can provide the innovative
multidisciplinary research available only from academia with the
understanding of application requirements.

Table I lists some of 1ST present and completed projects and the
scientific disciplines which supported that research effort.
4
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2.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE ORGANIZATION

1ST is a r esea rch ins titute established by the State of Florida.
The Institu t e is a part of the University of Centra l Florida and
reports to the Associate Vice -President of Research.
since the
Institute became a reality, it has grown from a sma ll on - campus
organization t o a maj o r research facility employing over 200
researche rs, support staff a nd students.
1ST currently occupies
over 1 9,00 square feet of o ffice space and app roxi mately 8 , 000
square feet of labor a tory spa ce in the Central Florida Research
Park. The Researc h Park is located adjacent to the Univ ersity of

centra l Florida and represents the largest co n ce ntrat ion of
simulation and training technology in the country.
The focal
points of the Research Park are PM TRADE, NTSC, and TPDC, 1ST's
largest customer's.
The purpose of the Institute for Simulation and Train i ng ( 1ST) is
to conduc t research and to develop technology th a t advances the
state -of-the-art in affordable and effective training systems.
1ST h as built laboratories with unique capab ili t ies for
co nducting interdisciplinary simulation and training research
programs requiring the disciplines of enginee ring, computer
science, human factors and instruc tional systems.
The Institute
has a full time research staff with skills in theses dis ciplines
and d raws from the University of Central Florida faculty as well
as other colleges and universities in Florida and elsewhere to
augment capabilities required for particular research progra ms :
The purpose of 1ST's research efforts are to advance the stateof-the-art in simulation and training, make simulation and
training more affordable and effective, transfer technology to
the simulation and training community and outside the 000, and to
provide an environment for simulation and training education.
2.1 Mission
The mission of 1ST is
to become
the nationally
a nd
internationally recognized center for research and education in
simulation, modeling and training technologies.
2.2 Objectives
In order to achieve its mission,
objectives:

1ST has established

four

To

be the leading academic insti tute for
research in simulation and training (S&T)

To

work collectively with academic, industrial, and
government organizations to advance the state of the
art in S&T.

To

transfer defense/ government funded S&T technology to
broad sectors of our society such as education,
environment, public safety, and medicine.

To provide an environment for S&T education.

6
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2.3

Goals

1ST has established the fo l Io ing goa ls to fulfill

its role of

bringing together I ndustry , Government , a n d Academe:
Assemble a core of expertise in the s imulati o n and
tr a ining disciplines using facul ty and Institute
personnel.

Build research and development f acili ties i n mai n line
te ch n o logi es to serve as test beds fo r concept
development and evaluation within associated simulation
a nd training t echnologies.

Foster the growth of simulation and training expe rtis e
through the development of university curriculum a nd
degree programs and the development of inte rn ships for
students.

communicate rese a r c h results t o industry, government, and
academic audiences by way of publica t ions , semi nars,
courses, and other tra nsfer methods.
Promote internally funded faculty research progra ms to
take the lea d in developing technology to meet the
future needs of the simulation and t r aining indus try.
2.4 Formation of IST
The Institute for Simulation and Training was formed in 1982 in
response to two Government s tudies proposing the centraliz ation
of simulation and training research and development in Central
Florida.
The principal Army and Navy agencies for training
system development were already in Orlando, along with rel ated
industry.
These studies showed that a university-affiliated
institute was needed to provide a range of research services and
to communicate the results to government, academic and industry
audiences.
2.5 Management
The day-to-day operation of the Institute is conducted by the
Executive Director of the Institute. Because 1ST is an
int e rdisciplinary
institute,
its
Executive
Director
is
re spo nsible administratively to the Associate Vice-President for
Research (serving as designee for the President of UCF) and does
not report to the Dean of a specific College.
Figure 2
illustrates the 1ST organization.
1ST I S management philosophy is to util ize the In s titute I s
experienced, success oriented managers to manage the programs,
while drawing from the pool of professional researchers a nd
students at UCF, other state and national universities, a nd
industry to conduct the
research.
1ST accep t s
full
re spons ibility for the management of all resea rch proj ec ts.
The follow.ing IST policies illustrate this philosophy:
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Program Man agement
Local facilities with dedicated resources for PM Trade
task performance
Management team responsibilities clearly defined
Project management approach to task accomplishment

Matrix management of personnel to assure optimum use of
personnel resources
Technically qualified working managers in key positions
Proven technical program management procedures highlighted

by frequent t echnical reviews
Formal relationships with resources within the university
system of the state of Florida and throughout industry
nationwide
On - site contracts, subcontracts and financial management
capability
Access to qualified personnel for added flexibility,
responsiveness, and increased depth and special technica l
expertise

Task Kanagement
Program/task manager appointed for each delivery order
Program/ task manager with fixed responsibility, with
dedicated resources and project plan
Task execution in accordance with proven fundamental
research approaches
Quality control in accordance with sound research
practices
2.5.1 project Management
Activities under this effort would be managed and coordinated
through the General Research Department within 1ST.
This
department is managed by Dr. Michael companion.
The department
has the primary responsibility for all behavioral research within
the Institute including research in the areas of human
performance,
information processing, cognitive processes,
intelligent systems, intelligent tutoring systems, artificial
intelligence, huma n factors and other related areas.
Personnel
from other areas within IST and faculty from UCF will be matrixed
into the project as required to support specific tasks.
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3.0

WHY UCF/IST?

The purpose of the Institute for Simulation and Training (1ST) i s
to conduct research and to develop technology that advances the
state - of-the -art in affordable and effective training systems.

IST has built laboratories with unique capabilities for
conducting interdisciplinary simulation and training research
programs requiring the disciplines of engineering, computer
science, human factors, and instructional systems. The Institute
has a full time research staff with skills in these disciplines,
and draws from the University of Central Florida faculty as well
as other colleges and universities in Florida and elsewhere to
augment capabilities required for particular research programs.
There are significant benefits associated with UCF/IST conducting
simulat ion and training research. The following benefits provide
"value added" to U.S. Government research dollars.
3.1

state of Florida Support

Annual Budget
The State 's annual budget provides for salaries for faculty, key
research professionals and some capitalization.
1ST's budget
line increased from $500,000 in 1985 to $1.5 million in 1989 and
an addi tional $500,000 has been requested
FHTIC Aoolied Research Grants
The twofold purpose of the Florida High Technology and Industry
Council Applied Research Grants Program is to strengthen applied
research efforts in seven basic areas of technology and to foster
re lationships between universities and industry.
Grants are
provided on a competitive basis to university faculty members for
research which has commercialization potential.
Proposals are
judged by a panel of peer reviewers composed of high-tech company
executives and university researchers.
Military agencies are
also participating members in the selection process, providing a
leveraging effect on military research needs. Research funded by
this program includes simulation and training, biomedical
devices,
biotechnology,
lightwave
and
electro-optics,
microelectronics, computer software, and robotics.
For 1988-89,
1ST was extremely successful in pursuing advanced research with
the Florida High Technology and Industry Council. Of nine
proposals submitted in the simulation and training category,
seven awards were received by 1ST for a total of $505,000.
For
198 9-90 this total came to $400,500.
3.2 Grants for Faculty and Professional Researchers
One of 1ST's objectives is to provide research grants and other
assistance to UCF Colleges to strengthen their capacity to make
contributions to the simulation and training community.
The 1ST
grant policy is similar to a BAA; i .e., when a UCF faculty or IST
research professional proposes a unique or novel research
proj ect, that is determined by 1ST's selection process to have
value to simulation and training technologies the project will be
funded by 1ST.
During the past three years, 1ST has awarded
10
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a number o( research gra nt s in cluLli ng :

Human Factors Des ign s utilizing Advanced Si mulation
Appl ica t io n of Statistical Techn i qu es t o Improved Automa t e d
Keywording Systems
Use of Surrogate Measu reme nts for the Prediction of Flight
Training Performance
Cognitive Processing of Synthetic Speech
S tudies of Team Training: Identifying Targe ts for Team
Skills Training
Adv a nced Training Algorithms for Neural Networks

Interfacing

and

Using

Small

AI

Expert

systems

with

Interactive Laser-Optical Technology
Quantitative Analysis of Manprint Decision Options

3.3 Technical Expertise/Human Resources
The Institute for Simulation and Training draws from a broad
range of both physical and human resources.
The diversi ty and
depth of these resources enable 1ST to conduct research th at
would not be cost effective for many companies in the private
sector .
The combination of Doctoral and Master ' s l evel
researchers supported by a cadre of experienced graduate and
undergraduate research assistants provides a strong, cost
effect ive research team.
An extensive in-house knowledge base and the expertise a t u eF and
the other schools in the State University System are assets that
allow the Institute to carryon research in most areas related to
simulation and training.
1ST ' s research staff consists of over 200 research scientists,
fac u lty, and students , in addition to support personnel (See
Figure 3). Their diverse backgrounds provide the necessary
technica l expertise to work on projects in key t ech n ologies that
are the basis of simulation and training research.
In addition,
their are approximately 30 faculty members from UCF and othe r
institutions working on projects at 1ST.
Figure 4 lists core personnel who provide expertise relevant to
the requirements specified in the sources sought synopsis .
The
figure indicates degree level, project experience by military
service and technical expertise related to the sources sough t
requirements.
This summary clearly indicates that UeF/IST can
provide the necessary te c hnical expertise to support the researc h
needs of the USAF Human Resources Laboratory, Human Systems
Division (HRL/HSD).

3.4

Research Expertise

The following sections provide brief descriptions of some of the
research expertise within 1ST identified as related to the
requirements within the sources sought.
These description s are
included to provide a complete description of 1ST's capabilities
to s upport the HRL/HSD effort and to demonstrate that 1ST h as th e
n ecessary resources to successfully accomplish the r esearc h
support outlined in the sources sought synopsis.
The s e
11
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d esc rip ti o n s a r e l i mited t o expe r tise a ssoc i a t e d with projects
co nd uc ted at 1ST.
It s h o ul d be n o t e d that 1ST ' s te c hnic a l s t aff
have extensive expe rien ce in additional technical areas wh ile i n
industry or government service prior to join ing 1ST .
3.2.1 Intelligent Tutoring systems
Current work at the Institute for Simulation and Training (1S T)
in the area of intelligent tutoring systems has been fund ed by
the Office of Naval Research and the Naval Training Systems

Center .
Caro lan.

This research effort is being lead by Mr. Thomas
This Work has focused on the training of tactical

decision -making skills. A variety of instructional strategies and
techniques have been developed for basic research in cognitive
psychology and computer
science and are being implemented in a
testbed for multi-threat warfare (e.g., anti-submarine, anti surface , and anti - air warfare). The s e techniques involve
embedding and automating numerous instructor functions, such as
less o n sequencing, lesson pace, and the presentatio n of feedback.
Because of the successful results from these projects to da t e
(e.g . , Williams, Reynolds, & Carolan, 1989)
the Navy has
expressed interest in tran si tioning this work.
IST research interests related t o intelligent tutoring systems
include intelligent instructional strategies for adaptively
sequencing lessons, intelligent feedback techniques, simulating
other team members in the training environment, and simulating
intelligent adversaries (smart targets) in a simulated scenari o .
Scenarios will demonstrate coordinated and non-coordinated
tactics among targets.
1ST is in the processing of transferring this· technical expertise
to other agencies and application areas.
1ST has several
outstanding proposals in the area of intelligent tutoring
inc luding the two described below.

3.2.1.1 Intelligent Tutoring in Power Plant Applications
1 ST has submitted a proposal to Florida Power Corporation (FPC)
entitled "An Intelligent Tutor for Boiler Trip Emergency
ope rating Procedures. II
This research project wi l l take an
intelligent tutoring system previously developed for the Navy and
incorporate it into one of FPC's computer-based training systems
for power plant con sole opera tors. This system, as an initial
demonstration of its potential, wil l train console operators how
to handle emergencies involving a boiler shutdown (i.e ., boiler
trip). A boiler shutdown is an emergency for which it is crucial
that operators be trained properly, because if they respond
inc orrec tly to an equipment problem, the result can be millions
of dollars worth of damage in a matter of minutes. Presently, a
power company may spend over $100 million annually to provide
refresher training to their plant operat ors.
In addition to being expensive and time consuming, traditional
refresher training systems do not have the capability to address
the strengths and weaknesses of individual operators, largely
because
of
ins uffi cie nt
training
time
and
instructor
14
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avaj la bi l it y. t heref o r e , because of the complex n ature of power
plan t o p e rati o n s , 1ST h as proposed t o devel o p a nd eval u a te
an
int e lligent tutoring system for tra i ning for console ope r a t ors .
It wil l emp loy a n artificial i n telligence architectur e , a n d

state -of-the- ar t

lear ning and design principles derived fr om

research in cognitive science and instructional systems design.
When completed, this system will provide: a) self paced operator
t raini ng that alleviates th e need fo r basi c instructor/operator
interaction,
allowing
the
instructor
to
provide
more
individualized attention t o tr ai ne es; b) is olatio n of specific
trainee strengths and weaknesses ; and c) personalized l esson s

specifically tailored to meet an ind ividua l's training needs.
Employ ing this sys tem will increase training efficiency and
improve
operator
ta sk
knowledge,
comprehension,
and
performance.
3.2.1.2 Intelligent Systems for Flight Training
A proposal, entitled "Intelligent Performance Assessment and
Training Event Selection System fo r Flight Training Devices", has
been submitted to FHTIC.
Thi s t hree year project wil l focus on
the application of intell ige nt systems t ech n ology t o new FAA
flight trai ning requireme nts.

The FAA has been in the process o f upgrading and extending the
re quireme nts for flight training over the last few years to
improve flight safety.
This activity has de~lt with b oth the
c urriculum requirements and the training device requirements,
i.e., simulators and flight training devices.
Because of the
ex pensive acquisition and operational cost of the fli ght
simulators and flight training devices, the cost impact of these
FAA changes may be significant.
To efficiently impleme nt these
increased requirements, more effective methods of a ccomplishing
flight training conducted in flight simulators and flight
tra ining devices will be required.
In a ddition to the high initial cost of flight training devices,
there is increasing concern over the consistency of training
provided by flight instructors.
There is a need to find ways t o
make that portion of flight training using simulators or training
devices more efficient and more consistent to maximize the impact
of training on flight safety.
Modern computer based train ing
technologies integrated with existing training device s can
achieve these goals given the framework provided by new FAA
training event authorizations for training devices, both fli ght
simulators and flight training devices.
This proposal investigates new instructional techn o l ogies
utilized in the development of a computer based s ystem tha t can
intelligently select and present all required training events
based on pilot performance. This intelligent system would be able
to measure and evaluate pilot performance on FAA require d
training events in real time.
In a fully implemented system,
diagnostic capabilities and feedback could also be incorporated
to assist in the acquisition of flight skills.
The system could
be integrated into flight simulators and flight training devices
15
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to g ui de t h e
c urriculum .

Generally ,

p ilo t

o ptimal l y

thro ugh

the

se lf- paced t rai n ing approaches

training

event

impose tremendous

logistics prob l ems , such as increased instructor demands , which
have inhibited their widespread use.
New training approaches
based on intelligent systems technology, i . e., intelligent
computer aided instruction (rCAl) o r intelligent tutoring systems
(ITS), of f e r the potential t o in ject personali ze d, self-pa ced
training into a wider variety of app lications.
This technology
reduces the ins tructor dema nd s of ind iv idua li zed training by
creating a " compute ri zed i nstruc t or ll ,
3.2.2 Logistics
The Institute can provide ou tstanding expertise and know ledge in
the field o f logistics.
Our logistics program is l ed by Mr .
Osca r J. Do rr, Certified Professional Logistician (CPL) and a
Fellow of the Society of Logistics Engineers. Mr. Dorr serves on
the adj unct faculty of the University in Logis tics Engineering,
and is internationally recognized as a lecturer, author and
manager in the field o f Log istics.

The Integrated Logistics Sys tem (ILS) elements of support as
defined by DODD 5000.39 and AFR 80 0-8, and the Institute's
approach to solving multidisciplinary problems and providing new
concepts and ideas a re desc r ibed below.
Rel iab ility and Maintainability (R&M) Interface
While R&M are engineering design parameters and normally the
prerogative of engineering, the Institute believes the logistics
function should take a pro-active role in defining and ach i ev ing
R&M goals.
Allocation of R&M requirements (the t o p-down ap proach) and the R&M predictions (the bottom-up approach) are
properly within the logistics discipline and the Ins titute has
the engineering and logistics staff to undert a ke that role.
Mai ntenanc e Planning
All maintenance planning starts with the development of the
maintenance concept which should be defined as early as possible,
during the concept phase of the acquisition process. Maintenance
planning then proceeds to define the actions and support necessary to ensure the system/ equipment attains the specified operational capability.
Criteria for repair levels and times, testability, logistics reliability and maintainab ility characteristics, support equipment requirements, manpower and personnel, and
facility requirements are then developed.
Task analysis is performed to establish required ma intenance tasks, and workl oads are
determined.
Support Equipment
The purpose of ILS in support equipment is to ensure that the
required equipment is available to operating, training and
maintenance activities when and where needed.
As a corollary to
this effort, it is a responsibility of the ILS function, the
Institute b e lieves, to make a maximum e ffort to reduce or elimi16
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nate support eq u i pment wh erever possible.
In particular, it is
desirable to elimi nate the req uirement fo r special s u pport equip ment which is e xpensive in both the long and s hort term .

Su pply S upp ort

The provisioning for initial support, as well as acquiring,
distributing, and replenishing inventory spare and repair p arts
is essential to the successful support of systems and equipment.
The Institute staff has unique qualifications in understanding
the provisioning process and acqu isition of resources, and is
experienced in such programs as Spares Acquisition Integrated
with Production (SAIP).
Packaging . Handling. Storage and Transportation
The preservation, packaging, transportation, handling and storage
of systems , equipment, and support elements is essential to the
successful support process and a critical element of ILS.
The
Institute is well qualified to handle studies and actions in this
area.
Techn ical Data
Providing the information to translate system and equipment
requirements for operation, maintenance and support into a format
and technical level both accurate and understandable to the personnel using the i nformation is an essential task of the ILS
function.
facilities
The planning and acquisition of facilities to support operating
and support activities is both necessary and chall.e nging due to
fiscal constraints and lead times. The Institute is qualified to
conduct the related studies to support ILS activities such as
types of facilities, location, space requirements, environment,
duration and frequency of use, personnel interfaces, security,
training requirements, test and maintenance functions, and
applications to existing facilities.
Manpower and Personnel Requirements
The determination of personnel skills and manpower requirements
is based primarily on the task identification analysis process
conducted during the logistics support analysis process.
The
goal is to accomplish the mission in the most efficient and
economical way without suboptimization.
Training and Training Support
The special strength of the Institute is its special expertise in
the training process. We feel uniquely qualified as experts in
determining the qualitative and quantitative requirements for
training of operating and support personnel throughout a system's
life cycle.
The management of initial and sustainment training,
and development of training support requirements such as training
aids or equipment, is a critical element of logistics support.
The
Institute
understands
the
integration
of
training
requirements with the total logistics support process to maximize
support effectiveness.
17
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Logi s ti cs Suppor t Ma nagement In fo r ma ti o n (LSMI)

LSMI include s a l l information g e nera ted for or used by both
Gover nmen t and co ntractor ILS ma nagers in planning for and
ac quiring the ot h e r elements of ILS.
The Logistic Support
Analysis (LSA) process , as defin ed by MIL- STD- 1 388 - 1A and 2A , is
the primary so u rc e of logistics data.
Many other information
sources are available , however, and the Institute is familiar
with their use .

computer Resources Support (eRS)
Compute r re sources form a significant elemen t of most new systems
and equipment, and the Institute has a special und e rstanding of

the
efficient
use
of
computer
resourc es
a nd
rel a ted
documentation .
The ILS Plan, Integrated Support Plan, a n d
computer Resources Integrated Support Plan (CRISP) must all be
complementary so that computer resource support r equ irements such
as facilities , hardware, firmware, sof tware, and manpower are
properly planned and programmed.
Energy Ma na geme nt
ILS must consider energy requirements and their conservation.
Energy use, particularly in the 1 igh t of current resour ce
limitations and costs, has become an inseparable aspect of system
support. The Institute is qualified to conduct trade studies and
a nalyses to provide the most efficient approach t ~ resource
utilization.
ILS is fundamentally a conservation effort and the
efficient management of energy, like all resources is an
appropriate ILS task.
Survivability
The prime consideration in mission success is survivability.
An
integral part of ILS planning is to preserve the survivability
design features during the life cycle and not allow them to b e
diluted by change.
proper coding in technical data and emphasis
in training on survivability features is essential.
Where
required and appropriate, support and test equipment should be
developed to verify survivability features.
~ ~ ~ Evalua tion
This element addresses the validation and verification of
system/equipment support ability.
Over and above reliability,
main tainability, testability, and availability , the aspect of
ultimate supportability i s paramount in the ILS process .
A high
performance system or equipment which is not supportable is
useless and th e performance unavailable.
The support planning
must include provisions for t est and verification of all supportability aspects.

3.2. 3

Comput er- Based Tra ininq
In addition to the applicatio n of artificial intelligence
t echnology to computer- based training (CBT) , there is an equally
strong interest and expertise at the Institute for simulation and
Training, University of central Florida, in the non-artificial
intelligence- based components of compute r -based training. These
18
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in clude applications of advanced interfa ce technologies,
hypermedia , direct manipulation, animated graphics , simulation,
speec h,

and

networked

env ironment.

IST I 5

TPDC

he avily involv e d in various aspec ts of CST
government agency .

in

has

been

support of

group

th is

Current or proposed research areas include the implementation of
various instructiona l strategies via animated simulation, the
integration of perceptual and conceptual learning via hypermedia,
and qualitative and case-based reasoning. Applications areas
include mathematics and science educatio n, language instruction,
underwater acoustics , and laser technology .
Brief descriptions
of two of the ongoing CST research projects at 1ST are provided
below.

3 . 2 . 3 . 1 Langu age Training Technology
IST l s Language Technology Project, directed by Dr. J. Peter
Kincaid, Senior Scientist, is well on the way to solving problems
related to conf iguring a low cost language lab and developing
effective coursewa re for it.
Funded by research grants (so far
totaling $210,000) a team is in place consisting of computer
scientists, research psychologists, and language educators . Many
of these team members are bilingual (English-Spanish).
The team
has already produced courseware.
Courseware. Coursewa re for oral la nguage instruction is just now
showing up in the marketplace to take advantage of interactive
speech .
virtually all of this runs on the MacIntosh computer
equipped with a MacRecorder.
The UCF team is developing
courseware for a variety of applications, including:
survival Level Arabic and Spanish
Survival English
Proficiency testing which
speech from the computer.

includes

listening to

natural

1ST is working cooperatively with the Naval Training Systems
Center and Orange Co u n t y Public Schools to deve l op Spanish
courseware for the elementary school level .
Instructional Objectives a r e to:
Develop and implemen t curriculum providing an opport un ity for
language teachers to study, develop new curricu l a, conduct
research and conduct other professional development activities
away from their normal assignments and du t ies.
Form partnerships with schools for the purpose of demonstrating
innovative low cost approaches to language instruction in which
native speaking tutor "resides " in the computer ,
Provide

technical

assistance to

19
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implementi ng la ngu age tr a ining curric u la .

res tru c turing language t r aining progr a ms t o foc u s o n
mea ningful
app li cat i ons,
appropriate
content
and
interactive teaching strate gies.
3.2.3.2 Animated Simulation for Learning Complex Concepts
Applied sc i ence and engineering continue to transform wo rk places
from low to high te c hnol ogy environments.
Emp l oyers are often
faced with the tas k of provi d ing job- spec ifi c technical training

to employees wh o lack a basic unde r sta n di ng of

fundamental

concepts. And science educators are face d wi th the cha ll enge of
making complex concepts interesting and r e l evant t o all students.
Interactively integra ting the abstract conceptua l materia l and
the o p e ration a l co n text al l ows the tra inee to develop a deeper
understanding of the tas k environment.
Bringing real-world
t echnical cha ll enges into the classroom and presenting them in an
interest ing manner will stimulate more students to seek ca r ee rs
in science , mathematics, and engi ne eri ng.

As interactive animation a nd simulation te ch nology becomes more
accessible, its use in educa t io n and tr ai ning becomes more
widespread. The chal lenge is to use the te c hno l ogy to deve lop
effective l earning e nv iro nments. Funded by t he state of Florida's
High Technology and Industry Counc il, r e s ea rchers at th e
I nstitute for Simu lation and Training are using recent a d vances
in cognitive a nd perceptual learn ing theor y to guide the
development of dynamic inte ractive environments for teaching
comp l ex concepts . Thee goal of this animated simul a tion-based
system is to provide a learning environment which will al low
students to explore basic s c ience concepts in applied situations
at multip le l evels of analysis: qualitative a nd quantitative,
abstract and app lied .
The cur rent test domain involves factors a ff ec ting sound
t ransmission underwate r. This t opic provides a rich s ou rc e of
basic science concepts which must be understood for ef fective
performance in a n app li e d setting (so n ar operation). A simulation
module and an instructional module ha ve b ee n developed, and
initial test s indicate that this is an effec tive environment for
l earning complex material.
The objectives
include :
the
development and evaluation of a pro totype trainer for concepts in
unde rwater acoustics; an ongoing research program to e va luate the
effectiveness of animated simulation technology for training
comp le x science co ncepts; the deve lopment of instructional
guidelines for using interactive animation and simulation for
tr a ining comp le x concepts; transitioning the first year's
research and deve lopment effort to additional domains including
basic science educat ion.
A proposal which focuses on applied
science app li ca ti o ns has been submitted for the next year of
funding.
A r elated outstanding proposal focuses
on the
developmen t of a prototype interactive environment that ca n be
used as a tool for guiding the inte gration of the domain and
strategic knowledge required for expertise. The content area to
be deve l oped wi ll be laser technology.
20
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3.2.4 Manpower, Personnel and Training
IST expertise in the area of manpower, personnel and training
issues include both research and practical experience.
An
example of the practical knowledge of manpower, personnel and
training issues is exemplified in that Dr. David Hosley served
two years in a personnel management posi ticn with Western
Electric
Company
focusing
on
recruitment,
selection,
classification and placement of management and engineering
personnel.
Furthermore, Dr. Hosley's Air Force career included
key management positions at base, command, headquarters,
Secretary of the Air Force, and Office of the Secretary of
Defense levels. He served as action officer, supervisor, advisor,
and comma nder in a variety of positions that required specific
detail about manpower, personnel and training. He cha ired command
and headquarters level manpower and training committees, and
served on similar level personnel committees. He directed the
development of the Air Force Technology Management School and Air
Force Wargaming Center. And, he directed the implementation of
compu ter-based training in a number of University environments.
Mr. Rupert Fairfield has similar practical experience during his
military service.
In the research domain, 1ST expertise is exemplified by its work
in the development of Footprint/ Crosswalk in association with
TPDC and funded research ,trom HEL on a MANPRINT Decision options
project.
1ST researchers have been involved in basic selection,
classification and utilization issues on a wide range of projects
both at IST and prior to joining 1ST. For example, Dr. Companion
was involved with Air Force manpower, personnel and training
issues as part of his normal activities while working for the
Lockheed Aeronautical Systems Company
.Georgia.
IST's
understanding of these issues is a strong asset in meeting the
requirements of HRL/ HSD research needs.
A brief description of
1ST MANPRINT project is provided below to demonstrate a portion
of our research expertise in this area.
3.2.4.1 MAlIPRINT

1ST's MANPRINT activities initially began as an 1ST IR&D effort
to perform a feasibility investigation and literature review to
locate document, record, and informally examine the predictive
utility of empirically-based literature on task performance as a
function of select Army MANPR1NT variables. Although MANPR1NT is
typically directed toward operational systems, the logic is
equally relevant to tradeoffs in the design of training devi c es
and simulators. Namely, performance on simulators and devices
could be used as an "intermediate" criterion to estimate how well
an individual trainee would perform in the actual system (the
"ultimate" criterion).
The conclusion of this initial study was that the existing
literature base is not sufficient to support the development of
quantitative methods to predict or estimate system or soldier
performance. Four requisite data requirements were outlined:
adequately quantified performance, varying levels of one or more
21
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va ri ables of intere s t, id en tifyin g inf or mati o n on indi v idual
part ic ip a nt s , and design and analy s i s as a pr e di c tiv e s tudy, wit h
the s e data properties, tools and me thodologie s could be devel oped
whi c h addres s es the question: What are the expec ted benefit s in

system performance for each of the possible training system
d e sign options?, Aptitude of the trainee influences the amount of

training

time

required

and

the

appropriate

methods

of

instruction, and thus affects req u irements for t ypes and
sophis tic a tion of training equipme nt. Decisions about the skill
mix and manning levels needed to operate and maintain a system
will drive training strategies a nd in turn the features of
simulators and devices. Relationships among these and other
variab les in the MANPRINT domains are no t well-understood. For
effective tradeoffs among relevant variables, thes e relationships
should be better quantified; in particular, for purposes of
estima ting performance, the shapes of underlying functions must
be better defined.

The Army's Human Engineering Laboratory (HEL) provided follow - on
funding t o identify data gaps and the properties of needed data,
and to search for relevant, existing data sets. A premise of the
HEL-sponsored effort was that u seful data might exist at
simulator field sites which could be adapted or reanalyzed to
provide tradeoff relationships for device design. Virtu ally eve r y
piece of data a bout an individual that can be acquired as part of
accession, training, and career progression has potential value
in some forecasting context. Information on ability/ aptitude, job
experience, prior education and training, training progress and
performance, where and how training was received (i.e. , training
type, equipment used, etc . ), on-job performance tests and so
forth, can all be brought to bear on the problems of whom to
select, where to assign, and h ow to train. The difficulty in
providing forecasts of future performance on important criteria
lies less in the existence of potential predictor data than in
the obtaining of those data in a form sui table for statistical
evaluation of the important forecasting variables. In other
words,
before one can determine which variables in an
individual's record should be maintained in an automated data
base for example, it is necessary to have access to complete data
records. Four critical properties that data sets must exhibit to
be useful for forecasting and quantitative research purposes we re
identified:
La rge enough sample sizes to develop and validate
quantitatively sound prediction equations.
Reasonably complete records on the same entities (i.e.,
individuals, groups) on all key variables across the
period of time for which predictions are to be made.
Varia bility in the sample on some of the important
variables (e.g., aptitude, experience, equipment
configuration, etc,).
A continuing "institutionalized" source of complete
22
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r e cords fo r r e gul ar appli ca tio n of the forecasti ng
t ech niqu es as part of the MANPRINT decision process .

Unfortunately data sets reviewed fo r

the HEL ,

effort lacked one

or all of the properties liste d above. Work to date on MDO
suggests th at if the ultimate objective is to be achieved, one or
more of three optiona l app roaches might be selected:

Design and conduct a series of field studies which
experimentally man ipul ate variables of interest.
Collabora te with existing data systems for recording
training information to create a new data base with the
required comp reh e n siveness and comp let e n ess.
Select an approach which is less dependent on
completeness of d a ta records on individuals.
The

structured use of expert opinion derived from
instr ucto rs and other training personnel and the
generalization of predictor/criterion relati o nships
from other domains offer promising alternatives when
detailed data on indiv i dua l performa nces ca nnot be
economically collec ted and maintained.
3.2.5 Human Factors
1ST and the UCF Department of Psychology have a strong human
fact ors compo nent.
1ST has thre e Ph.D. and one Masters level
Human Factor s professionals with a combined total of over forty
years of experience in industr y and/or government agen c ies.
These human factors professionals have experience in conducting
research for a ll branches of the military service and have
experience in a broad range of applications including, manpower
and personnel areas, language training, maintenance, support
subsystems, crew systems design, ergonomics, instructor station
design,
human
performance,
training
effectiveness
and
instructional technology.
These hUman factors specialists
provide the technical lead in the areas of hUman factors, human
performance, instructional technology, ergonomics, maintenance
training within the Institute.
Dr. Companion is the Manager of
the General Research department within 1ST.
This department has
cognizance over all behavioral activities within the Institute,
among other research areas.

The UCF Department of Psychology offers a recognized Doctoral
Program in Huma n Factors. The program is administered by a staff
o f three nationally recognize Human Factors professionals all
h o lding the academic rank of professor.
Each of these faculty
membe rs is regularly involved in research activities within the
Insti tute.
This core of expertise is augmented by additional
f acul ty from the department and t wo members of the 1ST Human
Factors s taff who h o ld appointments as adjunct faculty.
The
program currently e nrolls appro x imately 18 students, many of
which a lread y hold Master's degrees from other univers ities.
Over half of all the students in the program have been involved
in 1ST research projects. This provides a highly capable body of
23
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~e sea rch

assista n ts t o a u g me nt th e professi o na l

s t aff withi n the

u n i versity.
3.2.6 Human Performance/Information processing
Two o f th e huma n factors professi o na ls at IST have specializ a tion
in th e area of human performance a nd/or information proce ss ing.
In a d d ition, one of the ueF faculty members closely involved in
Institute projects specializes in the area of human performan c e.
The s e
professionals are supplemented with two Cognitive
Psychologists within the Institute to provide a balan c ed
perspective in this topic area.

The expertise in this area focuses on human performance
ass e ssment, modeling of human information processing or cognitive
processes, and the development of training technologies to
enhance human performance .
Dr. Mi c hael Companion and Mr. Thomas carolan provide the lead for
IST's activities in the developme nt of information processing
models .
80th researchers have e xtensive experience in the
dev elopment of information processing models.
Mr . Carolan I s
expertise derives from a Cognitive Psychology background and
focuses on the development of cognitive models which underlie the
development of intelligent tutoring systems.
Dr. companion's
emphasis is in the traditional human information processing area.
Dr. Companion is currently inyolved in research to develop a
information processing model of the cognitive processes
underlying situational awareness skills.
This research also
invol ves the development of neural network mode ls to simulate
these cognitive processes.
The underlying goal of this effort is
to develop new training strategies to enhance the acquisition of
situational awareness skills.
In addition, Dr. Companion has
taught part of a short course offered by The Georgia Institute of
Technology on Modeling in Training and Simulation.
His portion
of the course covers "Technical Approaches to Designs for
Training Simulations of Human Decision Making,"
Mr. Kevin Uliano, Dr. Peter Kincaid, Dr. Patrick Moskal, Dr.
Michael Companion, Dr. Janet Turnage, and Ms. Brenda Bradley have
extensive backgrounds in the are of human performance assessment.
Recent efforts have examined methods for performance assessment
in training environments, validation of performance data in
flight simu l ators and transfer of training studies in gunnery
training.
3.2.7 Embedded Training
The military services have researched, developed, and implemented
numerous devices and technique s to support our military
readiness, All of the techniques are directed at promoting the
acquisition of skil ls and knowledge, and at maintaining a
continuous level of proficiency. However, training is timeconsuming and expensive in terms of manpower requirements, and
many of the tasks which an individual is trained to perform are
infrequently used in peace time, resulting in significant skill
degradation. To counter this degradation, the Navy must require
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additional traini ng in th ose areas whe r e infrequent appli cation
of specific behavior leads to the perishabili ty of s kill s a nd
knowledge .

With the ultimate goal of delivering this training, training
systems of all types have been developed to address the goal of
personnel readin ess . These systems range from shore - based, fullmission simulators to desk-top microcomputers.
Any given
training device may vary with respect to its degree of fidelity,
the

number

of

devices

made

available

and

accessible,

and

the

degree to which principles of learning and instruction have been
integrated in the device design. Training currently emphasizes
high l evels of fidelity to maximize transfer to the operational
device, high levels of accessibility and availability to
trainees, and increased integration of learning principles in the
development of curriculum and the conduct of training. Howeve r,
it appears that in many cases fidelity issues weigh more heav ily
than the instructional requirements (e . g., Hinton & Komanski,
1982) .
The expense incurred by producing training devices of a
high fidelity and in sufficient quantities has motivated the
search for a solution to the problem of maintaining high levels
of personnel readiness at a lower cost. A solution, which is now
espoused by the services, has come to be known as Embedded
Training (ET).
There are numerous definitions of ET, but we refer to the one
provided in the draft OPNAV1NST on ET/ paragraph 4. 1, developed
14 November 1985 by the Task Force on Embedded Training. They
define ET as "training that is provided by capabilities built
into or added onto operational systems , subsystems/ or equipment/
to enhance and main t ain the skill proficiency of fleet
person nel. II
Given the training goal of achieving readiness and the financial
goal of reducing training cost , ET has become a popular candidate
for implementation. Numerous studies and analyses have examined
the kinds of capabilities ET should incorporate to produce an
effective solution to the problem of ski ll perishability or skill
retention (for a review of research related to retention of
skill, see Farr, 1987).
Most of these studies relate to
surveying existing ET-like technology or existing components that
can be adapted to support ET.
These studies have emphasized the
engineering
requirements
for
safe/
reliable
equipment
stimulation/ with lock-out to weapon firing and immediate
transfer from training mode to full system operational mode , on
demand. The studies have focused on fidelity and ready
accessibility of training. However, these studies have rarely
considered interjecting instructional strategies and learning
principles into any training device, let alone into an ET
environment (Williams , Reynolds, & Carolan, 1989).
Current work at 1ST consists of
contrac t to assess the potential
for the instructors who control
Trai n ing systems and simulators .
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traini ng into a n instructor/operator statio n (lO S ), the p rimary
i nt erface between the instructor and the trainer, will enhance an
instructor ' s teachi ng effectiveness by : a) utilizing 100% of th e
instructional features tha t were designed into the device, b)
providing enhanced perf o r ma n ce measure men t and debriefing
capabili ties, c) reducing instructor workload, and d) d ecreasing
instruc t or training costs. Embedde d tr ai n ing sho uld be an
acceptab l e and effec tive alternative to the c l assroom and on - thejob training (OJT) currently employed by the Navy . Therefo r e , the
primary foc us of this ET research project is to address t wo key

issues : a) dete r mi ning design guidelines for a generic IDS, based
o n ins tru ctional rather than engineering requ iremen ts; and b)
planning a comp rehensive program of research that will assess
state-of-the-art training technologies using a generic lOS as a
te s tbed, and that will provide recommendations for embedding
these t echnologi es into future ins tructor/operator stations.
3.2.8 Job Skills Analysis

1ST has a number of rese archer s wit h expe rti se in j ob skills
analysis . Their bac kgrounds encompass job skill ana lysi s in
support of b oth system desi gn and training over a wide variety of
weapons systems . Dr . Janet Turnage and Ms. Brenda Bradley provide
the Industrial/O rganizational Psycho logy perspective in this
area, whi l e Dr. Michael Compa nion and Dr. Peter Kincaid provide
the Human Factors perspective . The following write-up provides a
brief sy nopsis o f 1ST 's methodological approach to job skills
ana l ysis.
Job Analysis Techn iques
The first s t ep in making any systematic change within an
organization i s conducting a job anal ysis . Discovering what a job
e ntails and fully understanding the r e quirements placed on th e
j ob incumbents is vital before be ginning any organization wide
change. To develop training programs, the organization must have
a th oroug h und e rstanding of what is required for successful
performa nce on the job. To do this, each behavior performed, the
equipment used, and all of the knowledge, skills and abilities
(KSA I S) required must be collected and documented. There are
several app roaches that can be taken to perform job analyses. For
the job analysis to be most effective, it should be tailored to
meet the individual needs and goals o f the end user . Issues such
a s th e amount of data available, the scope and v ariety of jobs to
be ana l yzed , and the degree of accessibility of job incumbents
and other subject matter experts all effect which approach or
methodology is chosen. Also, the needs of th e custome r and the
end uses o f the job analysis data drive which type of j ob
a nalysis is to be performed. The steps below are one approach to
pe rfo rm j o b a na lyses.
Gather job/ task ~
direct observation
critical incidents
interviews
narrati ve de sc ripti o ns
existing literature
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An aly z e p os ition
list majo r respo n si b i l it ie s
equipme nt u sed
working c onditions

Devel o p o bjec tiv e s
list behaviors performe d under each objective
list KSA ' s requir e d for each behavior

Cate gor iz e KSA ' s
esse ntial for successful performance of job

directly me asurable
rankers

(increases job performance)
Weight KSA's

rank order KSA's in order of importance
Da t a b a se Deve lopment

Once the data has been collecte d through the use of a job
analysis, a data base will need to be developed to utilize the
data in a way compatible with n e eds. To develop requirement
definition s , training curriculum, and training evaluation
programs properly, and to make the m effective and useful, a data
base should be developed for storage, retrieval and manipulation.

*

Application driven - the needs and goals of the end user
will determine the structure and content of the data base.

*

Taxonomy driven
an organized structure specifically
designed to meet the special needs and goals of the end
user(s) will be developed.

*

User friendly - expert system technology will be used to
create the data base for individuals with many different
levels of computer expertise. For example, a specific
computer language or syntax would not be necessary to
operate the data base.

•

Relational rather than flat - incorporating interaction
between different areas within the data base, a user will be
able to update information throughout the data base while
only having to input the information once. For example, if a
particular job task occurs in several different jobs, the
user would only need to input the task once, but it would be
added throughout the data base.
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4.0 PERTINENT ACTIVE AND COMPLETED PROJECTS AT 1 ST

Th e follo wing sectio ns describe 1ST projects pertine nt
subjects addressed in the Sources Sought notice.

to

the

4.1 MANPRINT Decision options (HEL)
The major purpose of the MANPRINT Decision options (MDO) project
was to locate existing d ata which could be used to selectively
study relationships between MANPRINT variables and performance
criteria , particularly those involving simulators and training
equipment during the training process. The work involved
acquir ing and ana l yzing partial data se ts with the objective of

identifying predictors which

should

be

studied

further

or

eliminated from further study, thus providi n g an economica l means

of bypassing the reso ur ce intensive approach of field data
collection studies . This effort explo r ed in detai l approaches to
the problem of data collec t ion and management of MANPRINT
decision optio ns .
.2 Team Training Testbed (NTSC)
Technology n ecessary to support the design, conduct , and
evaluation of team training is inadequate a t this time. Research
is needed to address issues related to t eam "l earni ng," the
acquisitio n of teamwork skills , and training that emphasizes
teamwork. A sys tem a tic, problem-oriented, laboratory-based
rese arch program is needed to test the applicability to team
training of many of the learning principles, hypotheses, a nd
suggestions of prior studies of teams.
This t estbed will test
the effic i ency of instructional methods and o f design a pproaches,
and wi ll give empir i ca lly-bas ed guidance for designing te am
training systems.
The ob jectives of this rese a rch effort are: 1) to design and
develop a l ow cost , microcomputer based te am trai ning laboratory;
2) to design, deve lop, and conduct a series of investigations on
Navy relevant team training and p erformance R&D issues; a nd 3) to
provide
Navy
relev a nt
training
systems
with
specific
instructional a nd technological design recommendations.
The methodology for a Team Training Assessment Battery (TTAB) has
been developed and the testbed is set up. After testing ,
evaluating, a nd modifying the system, the TTAB is being us ed to
inves ti gate a variety of team training and p erformance variables.
4. 3
A cognitive Model ot Instruction (NTsc/Battelle)
This project involved
a survey of cognitive
learning a nd
motivation research.
The research
was then organized in
accordance with several key concepts.
within each concept, a
variety of principles
integrating curriculum design and
student/tut or interaction were specified. The result was a model
of instruction based upon empirical r e search.
The principles
identified a nd desc ribed can be implemented in intelligent
tutoring systems or other training devices.
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4.4

Embedded

Training

Instructional

Technology

Research

(NTSC/ONR)

1ST has been involved in a multiyear effor t funded by the Office
of Naval Research and the Naval Training Systems Center on the

application of Artificial Intelligence Technology to Embedded
Training.
The objective of this effort has been to develop and
evaluate candidate instructional technologies for embedded
training.
These technologies, although capable of being
implemented, had not been evaluated to determine their impact
upon acquisition and retention of skills and knowledge.

Because

the instructional dimension is a significant componen t in the
training equation, it is important to evaluate how these
technologies affect what is learned, how rapidly learning takes
place, and how well learned skills and knowledge are trained.
specific technologies that have been implemented include
automated expository feedback, missing team members, intelligent
targets, and intelligent adaptive instruction.
Automated expository feedback applies primarily to rule
util ization tasks, as in decision making.
The purpose of this
form of feedback is to expose a trainee's error by identifying
specific preconditions which were not attended to or were
erroneously emphasized, and which consequently triggered
inapprop ri ate actions.
This form of feedback employs expert
systems technology and knowledge engineering techniques to
formulate a pre.scribed rule base for decisions, given a specific
set of scenario conditions.
The obj ecti ve of this form of
feedback is to promote the development of timely and accurate
decision making within the constraints imposed by tactics
doctrine.
Automated expository feedback capability has been
implemented on an ET te stbed baseline system, employing the same
software
process
used
for
the
intelligent
platform
implementation.
Tactical rules were engineered based on subject
matter expert interviews.
A knowledge base of tactical rules
were constructed around the evolutionary phases of engagement
with an enemy in a hot war situation: detection, classification,
localization, and engagement.
Missing team member simulation also involves the app l ication of
expert systems technology to training. This feature involves
simul ating other members of a combat team, such that a team
training environment can be approached when other team members
are absent.
Team training exercises can be conducted with a
single individual while the training team members are being
simulated.
This technology eliminates the need to have subteam
members actively participating in team training exercises, which
reduces the manpower requirement to conduct team training.
More
importantly, the application of this technology allows one to
control the level of expertise of the simulated member(s). This
capability demonstrated the feasibility of a production system
architecture to implement synthetic speech generation consistent
with LAMPS, ATACO, and Anti -Submarine Warfare Officer (ASWO).
Intelligent targets make decisions (independent of an instructor,
simulating maneuvers and actions characteristic of target(s)
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during

a

dynamic

i n st ruc t ion

t rain i n g

co nt i nu o u s ly

exercise .

assesse s

I n te ll ige nt

s tu den t

adaptiv e

st r engt h s

and

weaknesse s i n a n ongoing proc e ss of d ia gnosi s .
Up o n de t e r mi ni ng
s tre ngths and weakne sses, the sys t e m aut omati cal ly pl an s a cou rse
o f instruction that presents th e student with e x e r cise s wh ich
foc us on the student's specific s trengths and wea kne sses.
Thi s
p ro c ess is known as adaptive sequencing. This automa ted adaptiv e

instruction capability was implemented employing a n exi s tin g
emb e dded trainer.
4.4.1 Application of Intelligent Tutoring system Technology to
Embedded Training (NTSC/ONR)
In addition t o the application of artifici a l i nt e llig e n ce
t ec hnology, the Office of Naval Re search and the Nava l Tra ining
Sy s tems Center has contracted 1ST to develop a nd evalu a t e
int e lligent tutoring system technology for embedded training.
In
ET environments, the skills and knowledge to be learned are very
task- or objective-specific, and their application has a specific
outc ome on the environment.
Training is goal-dire cted: knowledg e
a nd skills to be learned and applied are logi c ally associated
with specific goals or objectives. As a result of cognitiv e
sc ience research, many learning processes and princ iples hav e
been formalized.
These cognitive learning principles and
intelligent tutoring strategies are implemented as instructional
features under control of the software.
Many instructional
activities, such as adapting the sequencing of exercises to the
existing knowledge base of the trainee, and performance feedback,
can be automated.
There is evidence that adapting the sequence
of information or exercises to the existing knowledge base o f the
trainee helps the trainee acquire new knowledge and skills.
This ongoing project involves the development of a set of
methodological guidelines for cognitively engineering the
instructional content for an intelligent tutoring system, and
application of these guidelines to the training of tactical
console operations; the development of an adaptive sequencing
heuristic that takes as input the trainee's performance on
practice frames and answers to diagnostic questions and selects
the mos t appropriate next exercise, based on the performance
history; and evaluation of the training effectiveness of these
instructional dimensions when added to an existing ET system.
An embedded training (ET) instructional technology testbed was
established at the Nava l Training Systems Center (NAVTRASYSCEN),
Orlando . This testbed consisted of a Lesson Translator (L-TRAN)
Naval Tactical Data system (NTDS) console emulator system.
The
L-TRAN system is an ET system for the general purpose tactical
co n soles supporting NTDS sensor and weapons operations. The LTRAN emulator system was modified to run an adaptive sequencing
heuristic and to support the cognitively engineered lesson. This
modified L-TRAN system was then used to experimentally compare
the effectiveness of the cognitively engineered and adapti v ely
sequenced lessons with the lessons currently in use.
Once
v a lidated, the ITS approach was evaluated with NTDS and non-NT OS
instructors using NTDS training consoles .
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The

goal

of

on -b oa rd

ET

is

to

efficiently

and

effective ly

mai ntain a maximum level of performanc e and readi n ess. I n the on board situation , the trainee h as already been exposed to initial

training a nd

enters an ET sessio n with varyi ng

degrees of

dev e lopment of kn owl edge s tructures .
The goa l of the ET sessi on
is to diagnose a nd correct deficiencies in knowledge and skills
as e fficiently a nd effec tive ly as possible .
The resu lts o f thi s
research indicate that the combi nat ion of cog nitively structured

a nd adap ti ve ly sequenced exercises prov ides a n effective and
eff icient method of increasing learni ng in ET systems. The
cog nitive e ngin eering process provides a p owe rful methodology for

st ru c turing exercise co ntent,
especia lly for procedural
informa tion, a nd the adapti ve exe rcise sequencing provides a
s tr a tegy for increasing the efficiency of com puter-based
trai ning.
4.5 ASTAR Operational Evaluation (NTSC/JSCMTT)
The Aut oma ted S imulator Test and Assessment Routine (ASTAR) is an
automa t e d decision aid design ed to assist a training system
a nalyst to predict the effectiveness of a tr a ining device during
i t s development. ASTAR was developed to provide a systematic and
a nalyt ic evaluation procedure to aid training device design a nd
Prior to implementation as a standard evaluation
a cquisition .
tec hniqu e , i t was nece ssa ry to conduct fiel d te s ts with
operational a nalysts to determine user a cceptance of ASTAR.
A contract was administered to IST by the Naval Training Systems
Ce nte r which was sponsored by the Joint service Committee on
Manpower and Training Technology. The objective of the research
was to compare and contrast ASTAR to ot her automated Device
Effectiveness Technologies and formulat e a plan to implement
ASTAR as a standard evaluation technique within the DoD
Instruc ti onal System Development process.
An operational evaluation was accomplished through a series of
integrated tests using operational training systems and their
analysts.
The tests assessed the operational utility and impac t
of ASTAR on existing and new training systems.
A single test
could not adequately or efficiently address the scope of the
evaluation criteria required to assess the operational tests and
a longitudinal test.
These tests examined performance, utility
and user issues with regard to ASTAR.
4.6 Application of Animation Technoloqy to the Training of
Multidimensional concepts (FHTIC)
A proposal entitled "Qualitativ e Simulation for Applied Science
Training" has recently been SUbmitted to the State of Florida
High Technol ogy and Industry Council (FHTIC) Applied Research
Grants Program .
Because of a nationally recognized need t o
improve mathematics and science education, an innovative
instructional approach is proposed that will foster an intuitive
unde r s tanding of concepts, develop an interest in scientific
discovery, and motivate students to continue their education in
science and technology.
This approa c h, when completed. will
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utilize a n imati o n a n d dynamic simulation te c hnology in a n
i n terac t i v e i n struc ti o na l t oo l.
The so ft ware will be deve l oped
and t es ted in 1 ST ' s experimenta l "C la s s r o om o f the Future."
4. 7 Classroom of the Future (FHTIC)
The Class room o f the Future i s a projec t, funded by the State of
Florid a High Te chnology and Industry Council' 5 grant programs ,
with the objective of creating an Experimental T e chno log y
Cla ss room as an education and training research testbed.
Thi s

1ST effort focuses on the development of a functi o nal
specification of hardware and software technologi e s to b e
impleme nted in a classroom e nvironment.
The s pe cificati o n s
describe
the capabilities necessary
to
appl y
a d v an ced
technologies in cognitive science and artificial inte llige nce to
classroom instruc tion. The key to this project i s the ability t o
convert curricula into a format that will allow errors in the way
information is organized to be diagnosed by the system.
Once
this is done, the computer would suggest remedies including
varying the pre sentation me dia and degre e of dif f iculty, a nd
prov id i ng alt e rnate ways to explain errors so they a r e
understood.
The instructor could then efficiently ma ke t he
changes necessary to correct individual learning problems. Othe r
work on this proj ect includes developing the total classroom
environment so that neither teachers nor students ar e
intimidated.
This research should accelerate learning for a ll
students and make good teachers even better.
The first year of the effort focused on the development of a
functional specification of hardware and software technologies to
be implemented in a classroom environment. The specifications
describe
the capabilities necessary
to
apply
advanced
technologies in cognitive science and artificial intelligence to
classroom instruction. During the second year, the effort has
focused on integrating the hardware and software technologies and
demonstrating the instructional approach for a mathemati cs
curriculum.
Two core software processes form the foundation of the system;
namely, a production system architecture and a blackboard control
architecture. The production system architecture is used to
structure lesson content according to research relating to
knowledge representation and the organization of memory. The
blackboard control architecture is used to control the
interaction, or discourse, which should take place between the
teacher and student to promote the acquisition of these knowledge
structures and their organization in memory. These two core
processes, along with other software tools and applicati o ns
programs, are embedded in three distinct subsystem modules which
make up the classroom.
They are the Lesson Development Station
(LOS), the Instructor Station (IS), and the Student Station (SS).
Lesson Development station
The core process of the LOS is a production system.
The
production system guides an instructor or subj ect matter expert
(SHE) through the process of cognitively engineering lesson
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co nte nt into a n et wor k o f exe r cise packets .
c o n sists o f

se quenc e

a

of

application o f

spec i f i c ation of

rule s )
this

kn o wl e d ge

explicitly
knowledge;

Each exerc i se p acket
( i . e .,

d e scribed;

and,

when

a

fac t,

test

the student

ru le ,

of
fails

or

the
the

t e st, a diagnostic.
The diagno s tic e valuate s the stud e nt's
ac quisition o f knowledge.
Specifying knowl e dge in thi s way
all ows for a precise diagnosis of what the student knows and doe s
not know, as well as providing a cohesive, organized Structure to
c urri c ulum c ontent. These rules combine to form a model of expert
knowledge . Each student's knowledge can then be compared t o this
model as the student progresses through the exercises, building a

model of the knowledge embodied in the curriculum.
Once a knowledge base is built representing the content of the
curriculum, the SME can access a number of different applications
packages.
These packages allow the SME to create or edit
exercise frames consistent with the information specified by a
fact, rule,
or sequence of rules.
The SHE may choose to
represent the knowledge by employing graphics (dynamic or
static), vid e o, logic flow diagrams, charts, tables, audio,
interactive simulation, and text. Applications packages can be
assigned to a set of exercises. Such packages can include
statistical, financial, and mathematical applications, word
processing, or graphics. All of these capabilities can be linked
to an exercise or set of exercises employing hypermedia. The SME
may access data bases which contain previously developed.roaterial
that can be merged with other lessons.
The system provides the
capability to store and retrieve lesson or exercise content as
well as assessments of student performance relative to that
content. The SME is capable of selecting a variety of assessment
test formats for any exercises developed, and these formats can
be assigned to the associated lesson.
Instructor Station
The instructor station will provide the instructor with the
capability to monitor students as they interact with the
courseware . The IS provides the instructor with the capability to
take courseware developed at the LOS, select it, and download it
to any SS. The instructor may link the IS and/ or any number of
student stations for group demonstrations, competition, or
communication. Additionally, the IS provides the capability to
interrupt the exercises at any given student station.
The IS
supports the ability to display any work created by a student on
the large screen display or output it to a printer .
similarly,
the instructor can display any text , graphics, video, or
simulation associated with any lesson on the large screen display
and interact with that information .
A remote control device is
provided to the instructor, allowing mobility throughout the
classroom. The device provides control over selection of
information to be presented to the class, presentation of
information on the large screen display, and hard copy printout
of any display.
A student monitoring capability at the IS will be provided by the
blackboard control architecture.
This software process provides
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advisor i es , makes con trol decisions co n cer ning i n s tructi o n al
ac t ivities, and provides information concerning th e se activitie s
for each student. The instructor can override a n y of the control
deci s ions made by this process , a n d activities can be inserted
that are based upon the instructor's own decisi o n, provided th ey
are a part of the blackboa rd architecture control logic .

Student s tation
The stude nt sta ti on is capable of presenting courseware developed
by the ins tru ctor employing th e lesson development s ta tion
capabil ities, as wel l a s courseware developed externally.
The
students will h ave a var iety of interface capabi liti es, such as
touch screen , l ight pen, mouse, joystick , k eyboard, a nd voice.
Th e type of i nterface employed d uring a lesson is under the
control of the SME and is inherited with a lesson when it is
assigned to a student station . stud e nt interac tivity with the
system is limited to the interac t ivi ty defined by the instruc t or.

4.8 Training Technologies for situational Awareness(FHTI C)
1ST has been involved in a two year effort funded by the State of
Florida High Tech nology a nd I ndustry Council Applied Research
Grants Program to conduct research in the area of Situational
Awareness .
Si tu a tiona l awa ren ess i s th e process by wh ich a
pe rs on extracts , integrates, assesses, and responds to tas k
relevant information from the total environment.
Th e object i ves o f this proje c t we re to develop training
s tra t eg i es and tools that enhance the acquisition and utilization
o f s ituati onal awareness skills.
In addition, During the first
year a gene ric c ognitive model was developed to provide the basis
for the expe rt system development of a tactical weapon system.
This mode l was designed to provide a functional framewo rk for the
developme nt o f expert system model s in this project and the
concurre nt PM TRADE Simulated Forces proj ect .
The approach was
to develop a modular structure which identifi e s the major
functional a reas which pertain to intelligent behavior.
The
model was then used to identify those functional areas to which
the situational awareness concepts will be applied through neural
ne t wo rk mod e ls. The theoretical approach to training situational
awareness skills proposed by 1ST · was validated at the close of
the firs t year in a simulated battlefield environment utilizing
SIMNET.

The second yea r effort focused on the development of a model of
human decision making in a tactical environment.
This expert
system was designed to allow a user to designate a tactical
missio n and creat e a terrain via a gra phics interface. Utilizing
a h yb rid rule-based/ neural network program, the expert system
generates a Go/No Go response as to whether that mission can be
accomplished and the reason it can or cannot given the specified
input mis sion a nd terrain.
The program then generates and
graphica ll y presents the optimum route to complete the mission.
4.9

Defense Training And Performance Data center

The I nst itute for Simulation and Training (IST)
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Ce ntral Florida , is under co ntract to the Defense Training and
Performance Data Center (TPDC) to condu c t a variety of research
projects that relate directly to this Air Forc e Human Re so urces
Laboratory (AFHRL) research and development need.

TPDC is a mission support agency to the Office of the Assistant
secretary of Defense for Force Management and Personnel
(OASD/FM&P)

and

is

the

Department of

Defense

(000)

focal

point

for training and performance data. TPDC develops analytical tools
and methodologies is support of the entire DoD training community
including act ive, reserve, and civilian work force . TPDC gathers
data focusing on the three major aspects and users of training
data:
occupations, weapon systems, and user s .
Attributes of
training (performance, technology, and resources) are found at
each of the three major aspects and detailed data is gathered on
each. The system is designed to help users address real training
p roblems and issues.

There is a specia l TPDC group within IST that conducts a variety
of research projects for TPDC. Some examples are: Computer Based
Instruction; Simu lation Training Devices; Occupational and
Training Requirements and Standardization; Automated Data
Processing Technical Review and Evaluation; Data Management
Technologies; Footprint/ Crosswalk (manpower , personnel and
training data) Project; Course Data Exchange; System Prototype
Occupation and Training Related Data; Readiness , Exercises and
Joint Service Operability Training; and Foreign Language Training
Technology.
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5.0 FACILITIES
Th e f ollowi n g s e c tions describe 1 ST I S l abora tory fa c iliti e s in
ge n era l a nd provides additional d e tail on laborat o rie s r el ev ant
t o this source s s o ught.
5.1 Laboratory Facilities
An importa nt feature of 1ST's laboratories is the ability t o
conduct research separately, link hardware and software to
inv estigate system level issues, and to link other laboratorie s

so that data and results can be shared.
This approach maximizes
the util iz a tion of expertise and systems to meet the vari o us
levels of granularity of training and simulation re .l ated
res e arch.
The research facilities of 1ST currently consist o f
s ix large networked laboratories:
Networking and communications
technology Laboratory, Visual Systems Laboratory, Low Cost Flight
Trainer
Laboratory,
Mathematical
Simulation
Laboratory,
Intelligent Simulated Forces Laboratory, and the Classroom
Educational Labo ratory, supplemented by a number of specialized
labo rato rie s: Human Performance Modeling Laboratory, Classroom
Educational Technology Laboratory, and Team Training Laboratory.
Figure
5
illustrates
the
architecture
of
the
network
laboratories.
5.1.1 Experimental Classroom
The classroom of the future contains sophisticated computer
hardware (See Figure 6) and software that supports intelligent
system development.
The classroom is composed of three distinct
sUbsystem modules: the Lesson Development Station, the Instructor
Station, and the Student station.

The core process of the Lesson Development station (LOS) is a
production system that guides a subject matter expert (SME)
through the process of cognitively engineering lesson content.
The result is a network of exercise packets.
Each exercise
packet includes three components:
one specifies and describes
knowledge (i.e., a fact, rule, or sequence of rules), another can
test the application of the knowledge, and a third can diagnose
and evaluate the student's acquisition of knowledge.
The
diagnostic is used when a student fails the test, to locate the
source of error.
Once the SME has completed the process of building a knowledge
base, the SME can access various applications packages.
Using
these packages, the SME can create and edit exercise frames. The
SME can choose to represent knowledge with graphics (dynamic or
static), video, logic flow diagrams, charts, tables, audio,
interactive simulation, ' or text. The SME also uses hypermedia at
the LOS to assign the type of student station interface
associated with each lesson frame.
In addition to software application packages , the ' LOS provides
the SME with various input devices for inserting text, graphics,
and v ideo.
Short and long haul networks give the SME access to
information from sources external to the LOS.
The LOS controls
36
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star t u p, operation , and s h utdown o f the system .
It al so controls
any function that can b e contro lled at the Instructor Station or
at a Student Station.
Data General Corpo ration has provided for the LOS one 386SX model
microcomputer station, with 6 mb RAM, 10 0 mb hard disk, and one
laser printer.

At the Instructor Station

(IS),

the instructor ca n control the

flow of courseware and communication.
The IS allows the
instructor to select courseware developed at the LDS and download
it to any student station .
At the IS, the instructor can also
link the IS and one or more student stations; the instructor can

also link student stations to each other.

The

instructor can

interrupt any student's work from the IS.
A blackboard control architecture allows the instructor to
monitor the students as they interact with courseware .
This
software process provides advisories, makes control decision s
about instruc t ional activities, and provides information about
these activities.
However , the instructor can override control
decisions and insert independent decisions, as long as th e
decisions inserted conform to the blackboard architecture control
logic.
.. Digital Equipment Corporation has provided for the I S on 3300
model VAX file server, with 20 rob RAM, 550 hard disk, and laser
printer.
Data Gene r al Corporation has provided for the
Instructor Display (IO) one Aviion model work station, with 16 mb
RAM and 662 mb hard disk.
The Student Station (SS) presents courseware developed at the
LOS, as well as courseware deve l oped externa l ly.
The students
are given various interface capabilit ies, s u ch as touch screen,
l ight pen, mouse, joystick, keyboard , a n d voice.
However, the
type of interface a student uses on any give n lesson is
contro l led by the SME , and t h e instructor controls student
interactivity with t h e system.
Digital Equipment Corporation has provided for the SS twe l ve 3100
model VAX work stations with 12 rob RAM and 104 mb hard disk.
Data General corporation has provided for t h e 55 five Dasher 386
model microcomputers with 4 rob RAM and 40 rob hard disk.
5 .1 .2 Human Pe r fo rmance Kode linq Laboratory
The Human Performance Modeling Laboratory is invo l ved in the
development of computer mode l s of human decision making
processes.
The c u rren t area of emphasis is in aspects of
situational awareness in an app l ied tactica l environment.
The
model approach is based o n earlier research investigating the
cog n itive basis of situational awa r eness.
The objective is to
demonstrate that these basic information processing concepts can
be integrated into a proof of concept expert system which could
be used to augment situational awareness training.
The
l aboratory has the capability to develop models
using
39
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algorit hmi c , rule -b ased , n eural n etwor k technologies.
A
significa nt streng th of the laboratory is the ca pability to
dev elop hy br i d models which simult a neousl y in co rporate mixtures
of mode l ing t ech nologies.

Ha rdwa re r esou rces:
Nort hgate 33MHz 80386 Workstation with
16" High Resol uti on Monitor
33MHz Math Coprocessor
150M hard disk with a 15M/ sec data transfer rate
IBM Model 30/286 with
30M hard disk
Des kLink Networking Package
Software resourc es:

ANSpec - A concurrent specification language for
defin ing and implementing parallel distributed
processing systems
NETS - A NASA developed back propagation neural

network routine
CARL/SP - A callable artificial neural system

routine hosted on the Delta II FPP
NeuroSym - A library of ten neural network
models
OWL Neural Network Library - A library of ten
neu ral network models
ExploreNet 3000 - A graphical interface neural
network development shell
GCLISP - LISP programming language
TurboProlog - Prolog programming language
Turbo c++ Development Package - Object oriented
programming environment
PC Consultant Plus - Expert system shell
The laboratory has a wide variety of software resources including
multitasking software, expert system software, neural network
software , and numerous programming environments including C, C++,
Prolog, and LISP.
The laboratory neural network software
capabilities range from high level neural network shells to
software which provides the capability to develop custom neural
networks from scratch.
An important feature of this software
capabi lity is the ability to develop nested neural network models
which are more modular, efficient, and applicable to modeling
cognitive processes.
Together, the hardware and software
environments whic h comprise the Human Performance Modeling
Laboratory provide the capability to develop and evaluate complex
models of cognitive processes in real - time simUlations .
5 . 1.3

Classroom Educational Technology Laboratory

The purpose of the Classroom Educational Technology Laboratory is
to dev e lop and demonstrate affordable techniques whereby
microcomputers and other advanced technology can be used to
40
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impro ve classroom instruction .
Results of t he research will b e
u sed to in c rease the effectiveness o f classroom instruction and

to l ess en the admi nistr ative workload that
instructor co ntact time with the s tud e nt.
Areas of study include

instru c tor support

t a kes away
features,

from

visual

repre se ntati o n of complex concepts in math and science, expert
systems to improve student instruction and feedback, embedded

training, l ea rning retention, and refresher training.
Laboratory resources:
NeXT compu ters
Macintosh IICX computers
EIOS computers
Symbolics compu t er
IBM pes

Amiga computers
Research applications :
Public S chools

Vocational Schools
Military Reserves
Military Schools
5.1.4 Team Training Laboratory
The Team Training Labo r atory was created to perform research and
develop cost- effective means for training individuals t o work
together as a well coo rdin ated cohesive u ni t.
1ST is also
developing intelligent i ntera ctive simulated forces to serve as
oppo nents and missi ng team members, leading to fower cos t team
training systems .
Laboratory resources :
Five I BM 386 units
Ethernet co nnections
The networking of hardware in the Team Training Labo r atory is
illustrated in Figure 1 0 .
Research in this laborato ry is applicable to:
Command, Control, Communications and Intelligence (C31)
Anti - Submarine Warfare
Air Traffic Cont rol
Manufacturing Plant Operations
Emerge ncy Team Operations
S.1 . 5 Language Technology Laboratory
1ST's Language Technology Laboratory h as several externally
funded research projects which apply i n structional technology to
the t each in g of l a ngu ages (primarily through 1ST's Language
Technology Project ) .
Funding sou rces include the Florida High
41
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Tech n olog y

a nd

I n d u s try

Co un c il,

th e

Fl o rida

T e c hn ological

Resea r c h and De velopment Authority, the U.S. Ma rine Co rp s .
(Pending), and the U.S. Customs Service (pending) .
In addition,
a c o ntract for development of an English as a second language
(ESL) series with a major publisher is in the final stages of
negotiation.
A prototype of this courseware, "Picture This

School System.
The Language
equipment:

Technology

Laboratory

contains

the

following

IBM-compatible 386 PC, VGA color monitor, 80 megabyte hard
drive and several voice interface devices (COVOX
Voi c eMaster, COVOX "SpeechThing ll and Forte Audio FIX).
Special software includes Windows 3.0, Matrix, and PC
Quizze r, as well as authoring shells for "The Language
Professor" and "Language Workbench u , which are produced
by IST.
NeXT Computer equipped with built-in voice interface and 900
megabytes of memory, including 260 megabytes of
writable optical memory.
Macintosh IIcx PC, 2111 high resolution monochrome monitor,
80 megabyte hard drive
(voice interface is the
MacRecorder).
Special software includes SuperCard and
software for the MacRecorder.
Matrox Interactive Video Disk Device (EIDS).
Special
software/courseware includes EIDS Assist 3.0 authoring
language and "Deutschland" Interactive videodisk.
Macintosh Plus with 20 megabyte hard drive.
Special
software includes SuperCard and Hyper Animation.
5.2 University of Central Florida support
As part of the University of Central Florida, 1ST is able to draw
upon the expertise and research resources of a variety of
departments within the five Colleges of the University.
These
departments provide the technical expertise, students, and basic
research laboratories that a ugment the resources of the
Institute.
The ready accessibility of these resources provides
the multidisciplinary depth needed to address simulation and
training issues.
Resources resident in the various departments
relating to simulation and training research are discussed below.
5.2.1 Psychology
Research in the Department of Psychology has included visual
simulation training, effects of biofeedback upon performance,
cognitive learning theory applications, simulation a nd training
subsystem requirements, user interfaces for computer aided
instruction, operations research employing simulation, expert
systems applications to training systems, cognitive modeling,
decision-making in the tactical environments, team training,
workload assessment, performance measurement, skill development,
42
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a nd human i n fo r ma ti o n p r ocessi ng .
A n ew doctoral prog r am in
Hu ma n Fa c t o r s h a s b een developed as a result of Cen t r a l Florid a ' s
g r o wi ng n eed s in simulation and training.
The Visual

Performance Laboratory

is part of the Human Fa c t o r s

Laboratory in the Department of Psychology and conducts re s earc h
in both the basic and applied aspects of vision and visual
perception.
Apparatus exists for the examination of the effects
of foveal loading on perceptual sensitivity.
The apparatus f or
this research consists of a microcomputer-controlled CRT displ a y
and perimete r.
The UCF Psychology department has nationally reco gnized expe rt s

in

visual

science,

team

training,

and

applied

aviati o n

psychology.
The Department has laboratories are available for
research in human factors, visual performance, and aviation
psychology. Special equipment includes state-of-the-art computer
generated image equipment, a Singer-Link GAT-l flight simulator,
networked computers for team training, a six channel MaxwellianView optical System, and equipment to examine spatial contrast
sensitivity, peripheral vision, and visual adaptation.
5.2 . 2 computer Science
UCF I S Computer Science (CS) Department was created as Fl o rida I s
designated Center for Excellence in Computer Science.
With 27
faculty members and over 200 graduate students, the CS bepartment
is recognized as a major technology resource in Central Florida.
The Department offers Ph.D., M.S. and B.S. degrees.
The
department has two recognized authorities on object-oriented
programming,
which is fundamental
to advanced graphics
technology.
Endowed chairs are held by leading authorities on
advanced parallel computing architectures.
The Computer Science Department of UCF was designated a State
Center for Excellence and housed Florida's first Ph.D. program in
Computer Science.
The Department has a growing international
reputation for original contributions to research in parallel
processing, artificial intelligence, and image processing,
databases, system software, graphics, VLSI architecture, and
graph theory.
In 1988, CS faculty members authored proposals
which garnered over $900,000 in new research funding.
The Department houses the Center for Parallel Computation, which
is directed by Dr. Narsigh Deo, an internationally respected
expert on algorithms for parallel machines.
Five faculty members
conduct research on parallel computation, using the Center's BBN
Butterfly machine and other systems around the country.
The Department's computer laboratories include a Harris HCX-9 and
VAX 11/ 780 computer, numerous Sun workstations, and a variety of
Macintosh and IBM personal computers.
In addition, the Department has research groups working in
networking, graphics and simulation, databases, object oriented
software,
artificial
intelligence,
machine
vision,
and
43
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t h eoretica l compu ter scienc e .

A numb e r

of CS

faculty members have worked on projects

in

conjunction with 1ST.
One CS faculty member (Dr. Micha e l
Moshell) has a joint appointment with 1ST, serving as the
Director of IST's Visual Systems Laboratory.
5.2.3 computer Engineering
The Computer Engineering Department has ten faculty members and
around 100 graduate students.

The Department offers Ph. O.

M. S.

and B. S. degrees.
The Department offers courses in Ada
programming to support DoD programming env ironrnents.
The
Artificial Intelligence Laboratory was developed with and funded
by Syrnbolics, Inc.
The laboratory contains six state-of-the-art
Symbolics LISP machines.
The Department Laboratories are
equipped for research in parallel processing and real-time
simulation with access to a Gould DeAnza 800 Image Processing
System , XTAR real-time graphics system, and a Symbolics LISP
machine .
The current research interests of the program include parallel
computation, embedded computer systems, computer graphics and
simulation, software engineering, digital signal processing and
artificial intelligence.
Sever'a l Computer Engineering faculty members have been involved
with 1ST projects.
Dr. Chris Bauer, Department Chair, was the
first acting Director of the Institute.
5 . 2 . 4 In4ustrial Engineering an4 Management Systems
The IE Department has an extensive background in geographical
information systems related to terrain data base development.
The Department also participated in an 1ST study on the cost
effectiveness of training systems.
There are established
laboratories in ergonomics and robotics within the Department.
The Department has done extensive research for the Federal
Aviation Administration involving the use of artificial
intelligence to train air traffic controllers.
The Department
has a unique graduate degree program in Simulation and Training.
5 . 2 . 5 college of E4ucation
The Instructional Technology Laboratory and The Educationa l
Research Institute within the college provide a focal point for
research in advanced instructional systems.
1ST and the College
of Education have teamed a number of times on projects related to
low cost simulation in the classroom.
5.2.6 Business Administration
The College of Business Administration has laboratory capability
under development to support research on the applications of
expert systems to simulation and training in business.
The
laboratory is headed by a nationally recognized authority in the
area of expert systems.
The faculty are involved in a number of
o ngo ing cost/benefit analysis programs and systems.
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5.3 Additi onal unive rsity Support
Though IST is affiliated with ueF , its charter provides access to

resources th roughou t

the Sta te University System

(SUS)

and

universities across the nation .
No university can provide the
expertise required to address all the research issues in a given

area.

Research capabilities and faculty available ,

thr ough

liaison with other universities within t he state of Florida ,
augment the capabilities of UeF/IST, and solidify its technology

base.

Major SUS institutions which have programs possibly

related to the subject area include Florida state University and
University of South Florida.
5.3.1 Florida state University
Fl orida state Universi t y (FSU) is a recognized national leader in
res earch related to instructional and educational technology.
FSU has established research centers devoted to the development
and evaluation of compu ter-based a nd other media instructional
systems includi ng the Center for Educational Technology and the
Evaluation Training Center.
The Unive r si t y h as an establi shed
base of experience in training and education research programs
for the Department of Defense, Navy, Army and Air Force.

5 . 3 . 2 university of South Florida
The University of South Florida (USF) provides access to a pool
o f highly qualifie d faculty with r esea r c h inte r ests and
expe rien ce in a va riety of training and simulation areas.
Simul at i on experts at USF include one of the pioneers in the
determ ination and specification of visual parameters for Navy
f light simulation devices.
Departments and r esearch centers
involved in simulation and training rel ated r esea rch include:
5.3.2.1

Center for Interactive Technoloqies, Applications, and
Research
In this l aborato r y the faculty conduc t research and develop
technology and applications in th e area of interactive
human/machine interface.
Cu rrent training related research
programs include an Adaptive Computer Managed Instructio n System.
This system is designed to a dapt instructional strategies and
mat eria l s based on individual differences.
5 . 3.2 . 2 Department of Psychology
Research in this d epartme nt is focused
learning.
5.3 . 2 . 3

on

the

psychology

of

Department of Industrial and Manaqement Systems
Engineerinq
Personnel i n this department have expertise in human factors
engineeri ng and modeling of training system performance.
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6.0

F I NANCIAL STATUS

1ST has experienced steady growth over the last
primarily through increased work for PM TRADE.

four years,
1ST funding

sources and quantities appear in a nd Figure 7 and Table II.
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7.0 RESUMES OF KEY PERSONNEL
MICHAEL

~

EDUCATION:

COMPANION , Ph .D.

Ph.D., Engineering Psychology/Man-Machine Systems,

New Mexico state University, 1978.
M.A. , Experimental Psychology/Human Performance,

New Mexico state University, 1976.
B.S., Applied Psychology, The Georgia Institute
of Technology, 1974.

CURRENT POSITION:
Manager, General
Institute for Simulation And Training
EXPERIENCE

SUMMARY:

Dr.

Research

Companion has more

than

Department,
11

years

teaching,
research,
and industrial experience.
He has worked
in both the aerospace and computer industries in the
area
of
advanced system development.
He has extensive experience
in

the area of advanced crew system and flight station design
for
transport and high performance aircraft with emphasis on
the
application of advanced electronic display technology and
visual information presentation.
He has also had extensive
experience in the evaluation and specification of computer aided
design and evaluation techniques. He nas conducted research in a
number
of
different areas, both
applied
and
basic.
His
basic research has focused on human performance of visual tasks.
At VCF/IST
his
activities
involve
advanced
planning
proposal development
for new research opportunities and
examination of advanced weapon system design activitie.s to
determine
training and
simulation
research
requirements
necessary to support advanced technology systems .
His areas
of
interest
include Human
Factors/Engineering
Psychology,
visual
display
and workstation
design,
advanced
flight
station
design,
human performance,
human
information
processing, artificial intelligence and software ergonomics.
APPLICABLE EXPERIENCE:

1988 - Present

Research Associate

Vniv. of Central Florida/
Institute for Sim. & Trg.

Dr . Companion 's activities involve advanced planning and proposal
development for new research opportunities.
Areas of advanced
research with VCF faculty include training and simulation
concepts related to situational awareness, visual taxonomies, and
rapid prototyping.
He is also examining advanced weapon system
design activities to determine training and simulation research
requirements.
1985 -

1988

HUman Factors Eng./
Specialist

Lockheed Aero . Sys.
Company - Georgia

Dr. Companion was part of the Advanced Crew Systems/Human Factors
49
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Organi zatio n.
His primary activi ties included
coordi n ating th e
r e quirements d efin ition a n d development of the crew station and
crew s ystems necessary to s upport the Lockheed/ Air Force Pil ot ' s
Associate Pro g ram and acting as focal point for Lockh eed ' s crew
s ystem and human factors activities for the C-1 30 gun sh ip
programs.
His activities on both of these programs included task
analysis, inf o rmation requirements analysis, function allocati on ,

cont rol/ d is play definition, and d isplay format development.
1983 - 1 985

Mgr. Human Factors
Office Auto. & O. P .

Burroughs Corporation

Dr . Companion was responsible for managing all human factor s
activities for Burrough's office workstations a nd associated
produc t s , including both hardware and software human factors
issues .
He served on both U.S . and Europea n Indus try Standards
Committees a nd was a member of both the ANSI a nd IS O
(International Standards Organization) committees drafting
ergonomic standa rds for visual display terminal workstations.
1 980 - 1 983

Human Factors Eng./
s pec ialist

Lockheed Aero. Sys.
Company - Georgia

Dr. Companion was the lead human factors engineer on the
Lockheed/NASA Advanced Concepts Flight Stat ion Program.
This
program invol ved the complete design and fabrication of a
research flight simulator for a conceptual 1 995 commercial
transport aircraft.
PUBLICATIONS

Companion, M.A. ASTAR Operational Evaluation Final Report Vo lume
III:
Func tional Description.
Contract No.
N61339-89-C0029, Naval Training Systems Center, Orlando , Flo 1990.
Companion, M. A. & Jackson, D.!.
Pilot-Vehicle Interface Design
for the Pilot's Associate System. Volumes I & II, Contract
No. F33615-85-C-3804, Lockheed Aeronautical Systems CompanyGeorgia, February 1988 .
Corso, G. M. & Companion, M.A.
Analysis of Display Parameters
Affecting Pilot Performance on Manual Flying Tasks,
Lockheed-Georgia Engineering Report, LG86ER0191, 19 86 .
Morrison, J. & Companion, M.A.
Human
Intelligence,
Lockheed-Georgia
LG8 5ER0210, 1985.

Factors and Artificial
Engineering
Report,

Richards, J . M. & Companion, M. A.
Computer Aided Design and
Evaluation Techniques (CADET):
Final Report.
(AFFDL
F336 15-81-C-361), Lockheed-Georgia Company, December, 1982.
Companion, M.A. & Corso, G.M. ~ taxonomies; s general rev iew
~ eva luation.
International Journal of Man-Machine
Studies , 17, 459-472, 1 982 .
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Companion, M.A. & sex ton, G.A. The role of pi lots and automation
in future transport flight s tations.
Proceedings o f the

1982 SAE Ae rospace Congress and Exposition Symposium on
Be havi oral Ob j ec ti ves in Avia t io n Auto ma ted systems,
October, 1 982 .
Huma n factors in the application

compa nion, M.A. & Wasson, R.L.

of l a rg e screen
s t ation desiq n.

electronic d isplays to transport flight
Proceedings of the Huma n Fa ctors Soc iety

25th Annua l Meeting, 19 81.

Rich a rds, J.M. & Companion, M.A . Computer Aided Desi gn a nd
Evaluation Techniques (CADET): Technical Lite rature Review.
(AFFDL F336 1 5 - BI - C- 3612)
1 981.

Companion ,

Lockheed - Georg ia Company,

October,

M.A.

Comput erized Workload And Contractor Analysis
Lockheed - Georgia Reports:
Engineering Report,
LG80ER0134 , 1980 .

Techniques,

Compani o n , M. A. ~ effect 2! display l2AQ 2n orocessina f orma ts
in brief visua l displays , Doctoral Dissertation , 1978.
Companion , M. A. & Co r so, G. M.
~ t a xonomy :
~
ignored
issues . Proceedings of the Human Factors Society 21s t Annual Meeting , 1977 .
Companion, M. A. Display structure ~ organizationa l cue in v i sual
i n formation processing, M.A. Thesis , 1 976 .
Companion, M. A. & Teichner, W.H .
Application of task theory t o
task analysis:
Evaluat ion of va lidity and reliabi l ity using
simple tasks, AFOSR F44620 - 76 - C- 001J.
Las Cruces, New
Mexico:
New Mexico State University , Depa r tment of
Psychology, January 1976.
Companion , M. A.
Displ ay l oad in visual search.
In
behavior variables sng p erformance during visu a l
CARI DAHC19 - 77 - G-0007).
Las Cruces, New Mexico : New
St ate University, Depart ment of Psychology, Novembe r ,
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DAVID

~

~

EDUCATION:

HOSLE Y, Ed.D
Ed .D.,

Education Administration, University of

Arizona
M.S.,

Education, Baylor University

B.A.,
History, University of the Ozarks
Dip loma
Armed Forces Staff College
Diploma
Industrial College of the Armed Forces
CURRENT POSITION:
Traini ng

Project Manager, Institute for Simulation a nd

EXPER IEN CE SUMMARY:
Retired Air Force Colonel. 475 combat
missio ns in vie tnam. Comm a nd e r, Leadership Management and

Deve lopment Center.
Commander,
Center for
Professional
Development. Oeputy Chief of Staff, Plans and Programs,
Headquarters Air University. Directed implementation of Wargaming
Center and opera tion of Headquarters USAF Alternate Command Post.
Division Chief, Doctrine and Concepts Division, Headqu·arters
USAF. Program Manager , Program 8 (Education and Training), Office
of the Secretary of Defense. Special Assistant for Education and
Training, Office of the Secretary of the Air Force. Program
Eleme nt Monitor, Education and Training, Deputy Chief of Staff,
Personnel, Headquarters USAF. In s tructor, Flight Training, Air
Training command, and Faculty, Professional Military Education,
Air Univers ity. Extensive experience in planning, programming,
budgeting, personnel , manpower, education and training. Designed
and implemented, using Instructional Systems Development (ISO),
many education and training programs . civilian undergraduate and
graduate school
faculty.
Extensive research and project
management experience. Numerous publications.
At IST , Dr. Hosley is one of th e Proj ect Managers
Training and Perf ormance Data Ce nter Group .
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PETE R KIN CA ID. Ph.D.

EDU CAT ION :

Ph.D., Experimental Psychology Human Factors,
Ohio state University, 1 97 1
M.A., Experimental Psychology, Roosevelt
Univers ity, 1966
B.A., Psychology, Oberlin College, 1964

CURRENT POSITION :
Training
EXPERIENCE

Senior Scientist, Institute for Simulati on And

SUMMARY :

Dr.

Kincaid

ha s

over

20

years

research

experience working for each of the three military services.
He
also has more than 15 years tea chi ng experience.
His current
research activities include computer techniques for authoring and
de li vering technical information, training a nd cost- effectiveness

of training devices and systems, visua l systems of tr aining
devices; and human factors design of training devices with
emphasis on computer-user interface.
Or. Kincaid has published
extensively with more than 60 journal articles and te c hnical
reports.
He is a consulting editor for the Journal of
Instructional Development.
APPLICABLE EXPERIENCE:

June 1988 - Present

Senior Scientist

Institute for Simulation
and Training

Primary duties with 1 ST involve planning and direction of
projects related to tra ining a nd human factors. Responsibilities
include liaison with facult y in the Co ll ege of Education and
Department of Psychology and direction of research project s
related to training effectiveness/cost of gunnery and armor
training devices , embedd ed trai ning , a nd design of t echnical
in format i on for comp rehensibility.
June 1985 - 1 988

Senior Resear c h
Psychologist

Army Resea r c h Institute
Orlando Field Un it

Responsible for two of the field units major contracting
vehicles, the Indefinite Quantity Contract a nd Board Agency
Announcement.
Conducted research in authoring and electronic
delivery of t echnical information, embedded trai ning, gunnery
tr aining a nd cost and training effectiveness of t raining devices .
1978 -

1985

Led te am
Acted as
skills .
graduate

Team Leader/Psychologist, TAEG

NTSC

which developed Computer Re a dability Editing System.
project Manage r fo r a series of tasks related to basic
Monitored research contract to universities and directed
student research assistants.
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1977 -

1 978

1 970 -

1977

Assoc. Prof. Psychology

1966 -

19 69

Research Psychologist
Human Resources Lab

Human Factors Psychol ogist

Ma rtin Marietta

Georgia Southern Col.
Wright-Patterso n
Air Force Base

Initiated and monitored research contracts in human factors and
military training; conducted research in human memory, human
factors, and r eadability of technical manuals.
PUBLICATIONS

Schurman, D., and Kincaid, J.P.
Army Field Test of the Personal
Electronic Aid for Maintenance.
Army Research Institute
Technical Report, (in press).

Wisher, R., and Kincaid, J.P. Program Summary:
Electronic Aid for Maintenance.
Army Research
Research Report, (in press).

Personal
Institute

Ramesh, R., Babu, A.J.G., and Kincaid, J.P.
Efficient
algorithms for variable deeth trie index optimization :
theory and experimental results.
ACM Transactions on
Database Systems, (in press).
Kincaid, J.P., and Kniffin, J.D.
Issues of Electronic
Presentation 2f Technical Information ~ International ~
Proceedings of the Fourth International Logistics Congress,
Luxembourg, April 1988.
Kincaid, J.P., Braby, R., and Mears, J. Electronic authoring arid
delivery of technical information. Journal of Instructional
Development. 11(2), 8-13, 1988.
Kincaid, J.P., a nd Braby, R.
Computer-aided authoring and
edi tina.
Proceedings of the International Conference on
Military Personnel and Training, Luxembourg, 1987.
Kincaid, J.P., Andrews, D.H. , and Gilson, R.
A prototype
taxonomy for designing training device visual svstems.
Proceedings of the 31st Annual Meeting of the Human Factors
Society, New York, 1987.
Hofer, R., Ozkaptan, H., and Kincaid, J.P. Training systems R&D
program:
Progress gng challenges.
Proceedings of the 9th
Interservice/ Industry
Training
Systems
Conference,
Washington, D.C., 1987.
Kincaid, J.P. and McDaniel, W. C. A Preliminary Analysis of User
computer Interface for the Multiple Object Location System
(MOLS) •
Special Report No . 85-001.
Orlando, FL:
Naval
Training Systems Center, 1986.
Kincaid,

J.P.

Use Q! the Computer Readability Editing System.
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P r oceedings of the 7 th I n terse rvi ce/l n dustr y
Equipme nt Co nfere nce, Orl a ndo, 1 985 .

T r aini ng

Kinca id, J.P., MCDaniel , w. e., and Pierce, M.
Word Lists t o
Simplify Vocabulary of Technical Information.
TAEG Report
164 .
Orlando , FL: Training Analysis and Evaluation Group,
1 9 85.
Braby , R' I Kincaid, J.P ., and Scott, P.
Q! procedural training documents.

Interservice/lndustry

Training

ComDuter aided authoring
Proceedings of the 6th

Systems

Conference,

Washington, D.C, 1984.

Kincaid , J.P., Braby , R' I and WulfecK, W.H., II.
Computer ~
!2r editing tests. Educational Technology, ~ , 29-33, 1983.

Braby, R., Kincaid , J. P., Scott, P . , and McDaniel , W.
Illustrate d formats t2 teach procedures.
IEEE Transactions
on Professional Communicatio n s , 12 , 61 - 66, 1982.
Swope, W.M., Copeland, D.R., and Kincaid, J.P.
Cost/ Benefit
Analysis of Three English Language Training Programs for
Potential Navy Use.
TAEG Report 134.
Orlando, FL:
Navy
Training Analysis and Evaluation Group, 1982.
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BRUCE MCDONALD . Ph.D.

EDUCATION :

Ph.D. Industrial Engi n eeri ng ,
Texas A & M University, 1973
M.S. Experimental Psychology,
North Texas State University, 1969
B.S. Psychology, North Texas state University, 1 96 7

EXPERIENCE SUMMARY :

Dr. McDonald has 22 years of experience in

research and system analysis on training systems a nd operational

equipment.
f o r the last 14 years, he has concentrated o n
training systems and has completed the following tasks:
Compa ri sons of training effectiveness for various l evels of
fidelity, functional descriptions and detailed spec ifications for
training systems , human factors analysis of war game trainer,
instructor station designs, field data gathering on training
req ui rements, IS O, and Program Engineer on training device
production.
APPLICABLE EXPERIENCE:
19 89 - Present

Program Manager

Institute for Simulation

& Training
program Manager on research programs in the areas of embedded
training, refresher training, low cost training devices and
improved educational technology.
Program Manager on development
of Stand ard f o r Inter operability of Defense -simulations.
1986 -

1989

Program Manager

Harris Corporation

In charge of man/machine interface and instructor support
fe a tures on internal research and development program for Modular
Instructor/ Operator Station. Program Engineer on Catapult Launch
Systems Trainer program (first Ada-based training system procured
by NTSC.)
Deve loped trainer design concept, developed schedule
and budget, supervised team of engineers, software analysts and
support personnel, presented design at customer reviews and
di rected filming on board the Aircraft Carrier USS Theodore
Roosevelt.
1 985 -

1986

Research Psychologist

Naval Training Systems
center

Principal Investigator on Embedded/ Organic Training Technology
project to develop principles for embedding training in
opera tional equipment. Principal investigator on program to
develop improv ed instructor support features on training device
acquisition pr oje cts for NAVTRASYSCEN and PMTRADE . Developed
procedures for implementing MANPRINT requirements on trainin g
device pro c urement programs for PMTRADE and U.S. Army Human
Engineering Laboratory. Member of OOD Human Factors Engineering
Technical Advisory Group and Interservice/ lndustry Training
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S ystems confere nce Technical Pape r Rev iew Committee . White team
o b server onb oa rd USS Mount Whitney duri n g FLEETEX I - 86 .

1980 - 1 985

Mc Do nald

President

& Associates

supervised systems ana l ysts , psychologists and electronic
techn icians on the following projects. Literature review and
field data gathering on passive acoustic a nalysis tar ge t
c lassif ication techniques and development of more effective mea ns
fo r learning a nd retaining target classification procedures.
Designed curriculum for AN/SQQ-89 (V) Common Equipment Shipboard

Maintenance course. Determination of the effectiveness of an
operator manual versus the embedded training capabilities of a
computer - based maintenance aid . Analyzed MK-116 MOD 5 Fire
Control System Maintenance requirements and developed functional
description for the maintenance trainers . Conducted experimental
study of transfer of training for six levels of maintenance
trainer simulation fidelity. Analyzed Sonar operator tasks and
developed functional description and detailed specification for
AN/SQQ - 89 (V) Basic Sonar Operator and Basic Diagnostics Trainer .
Analyzed ASW s hipboard electronics maintenance tasks and
developed functional description and specifications
for
maintenance 'trainers. conducted function allocation analysis and
developed human factors recommendations for Battle Group Tactical
Trainer . Responsible for test plan development , experimental
design, pilot briefing and debriefing, data analysi s and r eport
presentation in a simulation study of low-level night assault
mission using Helicopter Night vision System on a CH - 53
helicopter . Developed Society of Automotive Engineers recommend ed
design practices for operator stations on underground mining
equipment. Consultant to various private companies and government
agencies .
1976 - 1980

Technical

Manager

Allen Corporation of
America

Performed training
requirements
analysis
and
developed
specifications for the Trident Submarine Integrated Radio Room
training equipment.
Developed design specifications
for
instructor co nsoles in C-1 41 cockpit procedures trainer.
Developed expe rimental t es t plan for simulator performance
testing of va rious configuration s of Helicopter Night Vision
System on CH - 53 helicopter for Martin Marietta Aerospace.
Literature review a nd fie ld data gathering to develop design
specifications for automatic fire suppression system's on
underground and surface mining equipment. Literature review and
field data gathering to develop standardized and optimized
control configurations for coa l mine roof bolter machines.
Created maj or training program for roof bolting operations in
underground coal mines .
197 3 - 1976

Senior HUman Factors
Engineer

Midwest Research
Institute

Principal Investiga tor on four studies for the Bureau of Mines.
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Two s tudie s i nvolved l i te ratur e reviews, und e rground dat a
ga thering in meta l and nonmetal mines and ha zard analyses t o
develop des i g n criteria for automatic fire suppression systems. A
third study involved on site visi ts to surface metal mines to
determi n e th e c ause of and remedies for alertness - related high
accident rates. A fourth study invo l ved underground data
gathering and the r ecommendation of a cost-beneficial training
program for equipment opera tors in coal mines. In charge of

fulfi lling maintainability, reli abili ty , human factors, safety
a nd instruction manua l development requirements in gas detector
procurement contract for the U . S. Army.
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PATR I CK

~

EDUCATION:

MOS KAL , Ph.D.
Ph. D. , Experimental Psychology/Psychophysics I
Universi ty of Notre Dame, 1986

Th e

M.A., Experimental Psyc hol ogy /Sensory Processes and
Perception, The University of Notre Dame , 19 84
B.A., Psychology, The University of Notre Dame, 1 981
EXPERIENCE:
19 89 -

1988

present Institute for simUlation and Training, University
of Central Florida.
1 989

1986 - 1988

Nava l Training Systems
Division.

Center,

Human

Factors

Naval Training Systems Center, Human Factors
Division, Postdoctoral Fellowship via the u.s.
Dept. of Energy.

WORK EXPERIENCE SUMMARY:

Dr. Moskal is employed by the Institute for Simulation and
Training of the University of Central Florida. He is currently
invo lved with the following research projects: a) determining
selective fidelity requirements in networked/distr ibuted
simulators, b) developi ng research to generate guidelines and
recqmmendations for providing embedded training into the
instructor/operator stations of Navy training devices, and c)
developing an experimental classroom of the future, employing the
principles of cognitive learning theory and instructional systems
design.

During the three years prior, Dr. Moskal was employed in the
Human Factors division of the Naval Training Systems Center. He
was principle investigator for the Electronic Warfare Continuum
Assessment Program (EWCAP) and the Radio Instruments Orientation
Trainer (RIOT) program; he provided support for the Chemical,
Biological, and Radiological Defense (CBR-D) Training program;
and served as a statistical design and analysis consultant. The
EWCAP is a program to assess operational readiness of the Navy 's
aviation community and make reports and recommendations to the
Chief of Naval Operations. RIOT is also an ongoing proj ect to
develop a part -task trainer t o teach Navy primary flight students
how to perform instrument navigation.
He has a number of publications and presentations, both
academic and military. His technical knowledge includes sensory
processes, perception, psychophysical scaling, performance under
stress, performance measurement, training systems design and
analysis , and quantitative methods . He is a member of Sigma Xi,
the Central Florida Chapter of the Human Factors Society, and the
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Soc ie t y for Av i a t io n Ps ych o logists .
PUBLICATIONS
Mosk a l,

P.

J.

&

Allen,

H.

J.

Orientation Trainer (RIOT),

(1989)

Radio

Instruments

in Independent Research and

Independent Explora t ory
Development (IR/ IEO).
Programs
Annual Report PY8S.
Orlando , PI:
Naval Training Systems
Ce nt e r.
Mo skal,

P . J.,

navy

Mulligan,

recruit

C.

P.,

&

Carson,

confidence expectancies

R.

and

(1988)

Improving

knowledge

in

a

simulated chemical warfare e n vironment.
(Report No.
NAVTRASYSCEN TRa8-0l D)
Orlando, Fl:
Naval Training
Sys t ems Center.

Moskal,

P. J .

(RIOT)

(1987)

Radio Instruments Orientation Trainer

in Independent Research and Ind ependent Expl o rat ory

Devel opme nt eIR/ IED)
Programs Annual Report FY87, Orlando,
Fl: Naval Training Systems Center .
Moskal , P . J., Driskall, J . E. & Carson, R. (1987)
Preliminary
assessme nt of the Navy's Chemical, Biological,
and
Radiological Defense Common Skills Training.
(Report No.
NTSC TR-87 -0 31).
Orlando, Fl:
Naval Training Systems
Center.
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JANET
UC F

~

EDUCATION:

TURNAGE , Ph. D.

Ph.D. I Industrial-Organi zational Psy c h o logy, I o wa
State University, 1978.
M.S., Industrial Relations, Iowa State
University , 1974.

B.A.,

Psychology,

Connecticut

College,

1961.

EXPERIENCE SUMMARY:
Dr . Turnage teaches graduate and
undergraduate courses in applied psychology and industrial
psychology (Industria l / Organizational Psychology,
Careers in
Psychology ,
Practicum and Professional Problems,
Organizational
Psychology and Mot i vation ,
Current Topics and Applied
Problems
in
I/0
Psychology) .
She prepares research proposals and
conducts research (human
performance measurement research,

subjective
mental workload,
stress research, goal - setting
studies,
assessment center
research,
survey of job
satisfaction of psycho l ogy graduates) .
She also supervises
students
in practicum placements.
Dr. Turnage has published
extensively in professiona l jou rna ls such articles as decision
making, mot ivatio n, risk management, perception, thermal reactor
safety ,
industrial
radiography,
job performance and human
facto rs engineering
design.
Dr.
Turnage keeps abreast
of
the state -of-the art by her activities in such professional
associations
as the American Psychological Association,
Human
Factors Soc i ety ,
Southeastern Industrial-organizational
Psychological
Association
and ot.hers.
She has been
the
recipient of a number of research grants (among them a grant
from
the Army Research Institute for behavioral
and
Social
Sciences.
APPLICABLE EXPERIENCE:

January 19 82 -Present

Assistant Professor
Industrial-Organizational Psycology

University
of Central
Florida

As
Assistant
Professor in the
Psychology
Department,
Dr .
Turnage tea ches graduate and undergraduate courses in applied and
industrial psychology.
She supervises the research of advanced
students of psychology .
Dr.
Turnage is also involved in the
preparation of research proposals and the conduct of individual
research projects in the areas of psycho logy and human factors.
March 1981 - Ju l y 1981

Deputy Project Manager
and Office Manager
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As De puty Pro ject Ma n ager,

Dr. Turnage ma nag ed the Ames

offic e

of
KARA,
a
Sa udi-Arabi an
company
specializing
in
international
commerce,
industry
a nd
contracts.
Proj ect
ma nagement for joint u . S. - Saudi program to design and build a
I

comme rcial-si ze solar greenhouse.
Selection and coordination of
international
personnel,
proj ect
planning I
subcontract
administration ,
management
and cost control,
supervision
of
technical efforts.
o utgrowth of previous contract work between
KARA and Science Applications, Inc.
July 1979-March 1981

Scientist and
Deputy Manager

Science Application, Inc
Ames, Iowa

Dr.
Turnage
assisted
in
personnel
administration,
cost
analysis and cost control , programmatic strategy planning, and
office management.
Contributed to technical contract work in
n uclear safety and hUman factor s analysis, solar systems
design
and development,
market
research,
decision analysis .
Was
responsible
for
solicitation of new business,
proposal
prepara tion s, pape r presentations.
Consul ting Activities
September 19 84 -Present
Orlando, Florida

city of

Orlando

Fire

Department,

Designed and developed of job related promotional procedures for
the ranks of Captain and Assistant Chief .
Activities included
developing technical paper and pencil tests as well as developing
and -implementing and assessment center program for eligible
candidates.
June
1 982 -Present
Policy Administration and Employee
Relations, Gene ral Motors Corporation, Detroit Michigan
Provided
outside
analysis of assessment center
data
on
a
company-wide foreman selection program.
Conducted
research on
possible adverse impact to support and implement GM
consent
agreement.
Consul tant to Office of Nuclear Regulatory
July 1980-Present
Nuclear Regulatory
Commission,
Washington,
Research,
U.S.
D.C.
Industrial psychology consulting,
primarily on motivation to
perform
safely
to avoid radiation
overexposure
accidents .
Review
of
a radiography training manual
for
inclusion
of
positive incentives for safety.
Development of instructor 1 s
manual
to
accompany
radiography
safety
training
manual.
Evaluation of current psychological research to provide
recommendations for training procedures,
internal safety
auditing, personne l selection and staffing.
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S II EAU-DONG h\NG . Ph. D.
EDUCATION:

EXPERIENCE

Ph . D Mathematics, Pennsylvania State University,
1979
M.S. Computer Scie n ce, Pennsylvania state
Universi ty, 1 981
B. S . Mathematics, National Taiwan
SUMMARY:

Dr.

Lang

has

14

years

experience

in

Mathematics Education and 7 years experience in computer Sci e n ce
Education.
He h as nume rous publications in the field of
Artificial Intelligence/Embedded Training.
Dr. Lang I 5 res earch
activi ties for both the University and the Naval Training Systems
Center include:
concurrent programming tools on the 4.2 aso Unix
Sys tem, storage structures for file systems; graph algorithms;
and sof t wa re e ngineering.
Conference experience includes h aving
been Program Co-Chai.rman of the Fourteenth ACM/ SIGCSE Technical
Symposium on Compu ter Science Educatio n, Orlando,
Florida,
February 1 7 -1 8, 1983.
APPLICABLE EXPERIENCE:

1981-Present

Assistant Professor
Department of Computer Science

UCF
Orlando, FL

Dr. Lang is currently teaching undergraduate and graduate courses
on Operating Syst ems , Systems Programming, Data structures, and
Discrete structures. He has supervised five master's projects in
the area of Concurrent Programming under 4.2 SSD Unix operating
system, and ha s served on a master's thesi s committee for
eighteen other master's students.
19 79 -1981

Assistant Professor
Goucher College
Dept. of Mathematics and Computer Science

Taught undergraduate courses on Pascal Programming,
Algebra, Systems Programming, and Data Structures.
1 974 -1979

Teaching Assistant
Department of Mathematics

Linear

pennsylvania
State University

Assisted and taught College Algebra, Trigonometry, Calculus,
Differential Equations.
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OSCAH

~

pOR H. C .P . L.

EDUCATION: M. B.A., Xavier University, Cincinnati, Ohio, 1 975
B. S . in Business Admini s tra tion,
(Maj o r in Industrial Management)
Fra nklin University, Columbus, Ohio, 1 9 72
Indu s trial College of the Armed Forces
Na t i onal Security Management, 1976
University of Houston, Clear Lake, TX
Graduate studies in Computer Information Systems,
1 9 79-8 0
university of California, Los Angeles, 1981

ILS Short Engineering Course
society of Logistics Engineers Workshops
Logistics Support Analysis (40 hrs.)
Life Cycle Cost Analysis (40 hrs . )

AAI Corporation Management Training Courses
Sys t e ms Design
Theory and Management of Systems

Program Management
APPLICABLE EXPERIENCE:
19 8 9

to

Adjucnt
Faculty
(Logistics) ,
-University of Central Florida,
Department
of
Industrial
Engineering,

Present:

April 1989 to Present:

Independent Consultant in Logistics
Configuration Management (CM) , and
Data Management (OM) .

Full time preparation of proposals, and presentation of seminars
and workshops on international basis.
Specialize in maintenance
planning, reliability and maintainability computations, CM/ OM
functions and development of maintenance concepts.
Clients:
Harris Corp., Tech Services Div.; Honeywell Inc., and Tekontrol,
Inc.
19 8 4 - 1989:

Operations Manager, Orlando Support Operation
AAI Corporation, Orlando, FL

Manufacturer of training and simUlation devices.
Organized and
staffed new logistics, configuration management, and data manage ment departments.
Trained new staff in CM and OM procedures.
Established change control board, drawing file and controls, and
new software CM function.
Responsible for the management and
dire ction of all logistics support effort including technical
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pub l ications ,

train ing ,

R& M,

LS A,

CLSjCOMS ,

provisioning ,

sof t ware docume n ta ti o n f o r multi - mi l lion dolla r

and

ma int enance

trai ne r and f light simulator programs.
Managed Configura tio n
Man a gement,
Data
Management,
and
Instructional
System s
De velopment (ISO) .
Ex tensiv e proposal experience.
Developed
mai n te n a n ce concepts and plans, and spares support for Navy I

Mari ne, and Air Force training devices.
1978 - 1984:

Manager, Integrated Support services Dept.

Singer-Link, Houston, TX
Manufacturer of training and simulation devices .

staffed i ntegrated support operation.

Organized a nd

Responsible for manageme nt

o f four major d e partments: Quality Assurance, Configuration/ Da t a
Management,
Publica tion Support Services ,
and Integrated
Logistics Support.
Extensive proposal experience .
Supported
programs included LAMPS Mk III h e licopter OFT, Navy UNFO ground
mappi ng a nd air-to-air intercept trainers, F- 16 flight simulator,
and NASA Shuttle Mission Simulator.
Received commendation from
NASA for support in configuration a nd data management.
Train e d
CM/ DM and logistics support staff. Developed maintenance concepts
and plans, and spares support for NASA, Navy, and Air Force
training devices .
1956 - 197 8 :

Logistics Program Manager, Trainer Aircraft
Rockwell International, Columbus Division,
Columbus, OH

Ma n aged the total maintenance and support program for jet tra iner
aircraft ma nu fact ured at the Columbus division .
As Logistics
Program Manager also managed configuration and data management
for a ll company documentation associated with programs under my
control.
Had extensive experience in both domestic (DOD) and
foreign (FHS) programs.
Participated as company representative
for logistics in site surveys in Venez uela and Greece planning
the rna intenance a nd spares support program.
Commended by the
Venez u e l an a nd Hellenic Air Force commanders, and NAVAIR Program
and Log isti cs Managers, for developing innovative support
methods, including management of technical publications a n d
training.
Prior to this position, held var ious logi s tics support
posit i ons as Technical Training In s tructor, Field Service
Engineer , and Logistics Engineer.
Conducted maintenance training
for U. S. Navy a nd Air Force personnel on military aircraft
manufactured by company , and in-pl a nt aircraft systems tra i n ing
for company engineers a nd mechanics. Served in position of senior
responsibi lity at field locations including Senior Representative
in Charge, Navy Board of Inspection and survey (BIS) trials, NATC
Patuxent River, MD., on the T-2B jet trainer program.
Headed the
company maintenance team for Flight Test, Carrier Test, Service
Test, and Weapons Te s t divisions.
Served as company Technica l
Re presentative with Navy s quadrons, and aboard Navy aircraft
carriers, mai ntaini ng Rockwell jet aircraft (RA- 5C Vigi lante, T2B/ C Buckeye, QV-1 0A Bronco, T-28B/ C Trojan).
Managed the fie ld
office at SAAMA, Kelly AFB, TX, from 196 7 to 1970, providing
technical and maintenance advice on QV-10A to Air Force.
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As s i s ted Air Force p erso nnel i n coordi nation of spare pa r t s
require ments to support company ai r craft in combat in Vietnam .
From 196 1 to 1964 was company liaison representative at the
Burea u of Nava l Weapons in Washington, DC.
Provided techni cal
advice to NAVAIR program management personnel and engineers on

technical a spects of company aircraft ma nufa ctured for Navy.
During this period also provided li aiso n with Navy Aviation
Supply Office (ASO), Philadelphia solving spares acquisiti o n
problems.
Made hi-weekly visits to ASO contacting program
managers for spares support.
1948 - 1 956 :

Ground Training Officer (civilian)
u.s. Naval Air Training Command, Pensacola, FL,

Trained student naval aviators and foreign fl ight students in
aircraft systems, flight physiology, navigation , and instrument
flying techniques in classroom and with aid of
flight
simulators. Taught fundamentals of aircraft electrical and
mechanical systems to Navy flight students as part of ground
school.
Established ground school technical library for training
support.
1945 - 1948:

U.S. Navy

Was graduate d
Aircraft radio technician and aircraft mechanic.
from Link Instrument Trainer Inst..ructo rs School , october 194 6.
Trained Naval Aviators and Students in instrument flying skills
with flight simulators and with classroom lectures.
PUBLICATI ONS
IINeedle, Ball, Ripcord, .. Flying Magazine, December 1956 -.
"Software Logistics,1I Journal of the Society of Logistics En gineers, Spring 1984.
"Software Logistics: II New Challenge !2.r. Logisticians," Society
of Logistics Engineers, 19th Annual Symposium, Minneapolis, MN,
August 1984.
"In formation Transfer During .Si Foreign Military Sales Aircraft
Suppo rt Program," Society of Logistics Engineers, 20th Annual
Symposium, San Diego, CA, August 1985.
" Pigeon Logistics," Journal of the Society of Logistics Engineers,
Fall 1988.

"Loaistics -Peace Dividend with Interest, " Journal of the Society
of Logistics Engineers, Spring 1990.
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THOMAS L

CAROLAN

EDUCATI ON:

Ph.D. (in progress), Experimental Ps y c hology,
University of Connecticut.
M.A., Experimental Psychology, connecticut
College,

1980.

B.A., Communications/ Psychology, Western
Connecticut State University, 1977.

CURRENT

POSITION:

Research

Psychologist,

Institute

for

member

the

simulation and Training
EXPERIENCE

SUMMARY:

University of Central

Mr.

Carolan

has

been

a

Florida faculty since 1988,

of

working as a

Research Psychologist at UCF's In s titute hr Simu lation and
Training. His research interests include: Application of
cognitive and perceptual learning research, Cognition and
instruction, Figurative think.ing, Intelligent tutoring systems,
Application animation and simulation to learning complex
concepts , Perceptual guidance of action. Current research
projects include:
Application Q! Animated Simulation t2 Learning Complex Concepts
In 1989 Mr . Carola n was awarded a grant From the state of
Florida I s High Technology and Industry council to initiate a
program to research the application of cognitive and perceptual
learning principles in the use of animation and simUlation
technology in computer based learning envi ronments . This research
has focused on the implementation
of specific@c instructional
strategies via animated simulations ·in a computer based cl assroom
environment, and on the experimental evaluation of animated
simulation as a vehicle To le a rning complex concepts in
underwater aco ustics. Funding for this res earc h program was
continu ed for 1990.
Embedded Training Effectiveness Research
Si n ce 1 988, Mr. Carolan has been co - investigator on a series of
projects developing intelligent tutoring system technology for
embedded training environments. This project, funded through the
Naval Training
Systems center, has as its objective, the
software implementation a nd effectiveness evaluation of cognitive
task a nalysis and intelligent tutoring principles for embedded
training. He has been responsible For the experimental design and
implementation of t h e effectiveness evaluation, hr the cognitive
task analysis process, and for day to d ay project management. Mr.
Carolan is currently the principal investigator on this project .
Experimental Technology Classroom
Mr.
Carolan is currently the principal investigator on the
development of an experimental technology classroom.
This
proj ect combines intelligent tutoring system technology, expert
teacher instructional strategies, and the use of graphics,
animated simulation, and hypermed ia in an integrated advanced
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te ch nol ogy

class r oom .

APPLICA BLE EX PERIENCE:
1 988 - Pr e sent

Research Scientist

Univ . of Central Flori da/
Institute for Sim. & Trg .

Mr. Carol a n is involved in a variety of projects as part of hi s
duties at 1ST.
His focus is on cognitive psychology and its
application to training.
His projects include animation

c haracteristics for use in CAl,

applied cognitive learning

principles simulation for complex concepts, the classroom of the
future, and situational awareness .
Independent Consultant

1987

Alpha Tech, Inc.
Boston, Mass.

During hi s association with Alpha Tech, Mr. Carolan was involved
in the development of interfaces for tactical decision making.
1983 -

1986

Research Assistant/
Associate

Unlv. of Conn
Storrs, connecticut

Mr. Carolan was associated with the Perception Laboratory in the
Department of Psychology.
His activ ities included experimental
design, data c ollection and analysis, software development f o r
complex computer graphics transformation.

SELECTED PUBLICATIONS:

"Knowledge Engineering Domain Knowledge for an Intelligent
Computer Aided Instruction system", Williams, K.E., Reynolds,
R.E. & Carolan, T.F., Proceedings of the Second Florida
Artificial Intelligence Research Symposium . 1989.
"An Evaluation of a Meth odology for Cognitively Structu ring and
Adaptively sequencing Exer cise Content for Embedded Training",
Williams , reynolds, Carolan, Anglin, & Shrestha, Naval Training
Systems Center Technical Report 89-035, 1989.
"the Experimental Classroom of the Future:
functional
Description", Williams, Vaughn, Hammell, Angli n , Carolan, Rullo,
& Moskal, Florida High Technology and Industry council Research
Report, 1989.
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PATSY !L.. AN GLIN
EDU CATION:

M.S., Computer scie n ce ,
Univers ity of Central Florida, 198 8
B.S., Computer Science,
university of Central Florida, 19 86

CURRENT POSITION:

Institute for simUlation
and Training

Research Associate/
Computer Scientist

EXPERIENCE SUMMARY : Ms. Anglin is involved in the development of
an experimental classroom of the future, employing the principles
of cognitiv e learning theory and instructional systems design.
The classroom will employ a cognitively engineered model of the
instructional curriculum using a production system approach.
State-of-the-art technology will be used in the classroom
development.
In her fellowship position with the Naval Training
Systems Center, she was part of a team responsible for the
maintenance and software development of a large embedded training
system . She is currently working with NTSC to design, implement,
and evaluate an intelligent tutoring system for a multi-threat
surface warfare tactical training device.
She is also the
softwa re developer for the FHTIC classroom of the future project.
APPLICABLE EXPERIENCE:
1989 - Present:

Research Associate/
Computer Scientist

Institute for Simulation
and Training

Responsibilities include software development and integration,
a nd system management.
Ms. Anglin was also involved wi·th
embedded training effectiveness research aimed at investigating
and evaluating a cognitively engineered training curriculum for
the Navy.
The project involves the restructuring of lessons for
an operator console in an effort to improve trainee learning.
1987 - 1988

Graduate Research Fellow

Naval Training Systems
center, Human Factors

Duties included implementation of a system tutorial and tactical
feedback, extension of tactical geoplot graphics capabilities,
and improvement of interactive targets.
Ms. Anglin's computer
knowledge includes the following :
UNIX, VAX/ VMS, and
MS-DOS
operating systems: numerous software languages, including
C,
OPS-5, Ada, Lisp, Pascal, Fortran , and Basic. Her specialization
includes the software development and maintenance of large scale
training systems, expert systems, relational data bases.
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RUPERT

~

FAIRFIELD

EDUCATION :

M.A., Military Art and Science
u . s. Army CGSC, Ft. Leavenworth, KS.
000 Program Managers Course
OSMe , Ft. Belvoir, VA.
Naval Flight Training (1964)
NAS, Pensacola, FL.
B.A . ,

(NROTC Scholarship)

Unive rsity of Mississippi

CURRENT POSITION:

Senior strategic Planner,

Institute

for

Si mulation and Training.
EXPERIENCE SUMMARY:
Mr . Fairfield has nearly 30 years experience
in n a val aviation, varying from operational and combat service in
both fixed and rotary wing aircraft to procurement billets at
NAVAIRSY5COM

and

NTSC.

For

the

past

ten

years,

he

has

been

directly involved in the training and simulation industry and has
ma naged a number of aviation simulation programs, many with EW
applica t ion.
He has held positions of responsibility in
government age ncies as well as in the simulation industry.
Mr.
Fairfield has been involved in all phases of advanced systems
acquisition, ranging from concept studies and research through
prototype development, production, and support.
He has
coordinated
the
efforts
of
several
project
managers
simultaneously
and
exercised
upper
level
management
responsibility of over $200 million worth of simulators and
training devices in a single year.
APPLICABLE EXPERIENCE:
1988 -

1990

senior Director
Government Marketing

Reflectone, Inc.

Mr. Fairfie ld' s responsibilities included the pursuit and capture
of all Government programs.
He supervised eight marketing
managers and directors to achieve annual bookings of $35-50M .
One of two Reflectone personnel, he was assigned to a joint
working group with British Aerospace to assess corporate
technologies and develop joint business plans.
Contributed to
the ultimate decision by British Aerospace to make $48M
investment in Reflectone stock and business base.
He also
collaterally served on Rand 0 committees and product improvement
g roups.
1985 -

1988

Manager
Systems Requirements

Rediffusion
Simulation, Inc.

Ma n aged the Orlando Field Office with primary cognizance over a ll
Army, Na v y, a nd Marine Corps training programs.
Conducted
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freque nt t echni c a l liaison vi sits with gov e rn me nt age ncies to
d i sc u ss v isual system d es ign iss u es to meet s p ecif i c training
requi rements.
Mr. Fairfield offered RSI/ E&S visual products to
p rime training contractors .
He achieved a total of over $l OOM in
po tential bookings in les5 than one year and as s ist e d RSIs entry

into

the

computer-based

market areas.

train ing

and

front- e nd

ana lysis/study

Collaterally served as the Manag emen t Subcommittee

Chairman for the 8th Inter service -Industry Training Systems
Conference .
19 83 -

1985

Manager
Systems Requirements

AAI Corporation

Served at the executive leve l with responsibility to monitor a ll
ongoing Navy and Marine corps co ntracts at AAI.
Conducted

technical discussions with AAI and government engineers t o
develop best conceptual approach to individual training programs.
As the designated principal development speciali s t, Mr. Fairfield
contributed to fourteen wins out of fifteen competitive programs
which AAI pursued.
GOVERNMENT EXPERIENCE:
19 8 1

-

1983

Naval Training
Systems Center

Marine Corps
Liaison Officer

Coordinator of technical and contractual aspects of progra m
management for all Marine corps aviation training device
procurements,
aviation
training
analyses,
and
syllabus
developments.
Monitored all Air Force , Navy, and Army research
activities and training developments for possible Marine Corps
applications . He participated in the development of Headquarters
Marine Corps POM/ PPBS initiatives for aviation training
(approximate value in excess of 100 million dollars annually) .
1980 -

1981

Commanding Officer
Iwakuni, Japan

Marine Air base
Squadron 15

Responsibilities included command and training of support
personnel for a Marine fighter aircraft group.
The functional
sections included:
administration, training, launch and
r e covery,
security,
fire and rescue,
emba rkation,
base
construction, food service, and communications.
Had charge of
establishing an advanced fighter base in Korea in support of
Marine fighters during an international exercise. Requalified as
pilot in Marine F4 and A4 series aircraft and p articipated in
several air training deployment s.
1977 - 1980

Coordinator for USMC
Aviation Training

Naval Air Systems
Command (205)

Appointed as the initial billet holder at NAVAIRSYSCOM
re sponsib le for coordinating all Marine aviation
training
requirements with Headquarters Marine Corps , Fleet squadrons, and
the Chief of Naval Operations staff (OP - 05).
Conducted daily
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liaiso n

with

prime

sys tem s

pr ogram

manager s

a nd

ac t ed

as

Headquarters Marine Corps advisor o n all aviation trainin g
issues.
After attending Defense Sys tems Management College
(OSMe) , Mr. Fairfield selected to serve collaterally as specia l
advisor to NAVAIR-Ol on the Navy Undergraduate Pilot Training
System (T-45).
He participated in source selection process for
T-45 as co chairman of the training effectiveness committee.

Returned to

DSMC as a guest

lecturer on A-109

acquisition

criteria .
19 72 - 1976

Training Officer

Training Squ adron 23
(VT- 23) NAS

Activities included the management of the day to day training of
basic jet students during a 42 month tour.
During his tenure as
training officer, VT-23 sent over 600 flight students to aircraft
carriers for initial jet landing qualifications without a single
accident or student disqualification. He set VT-23 flying record
with over 47,000 accident-free hours.
Mr. Fairfield was the
first winner of Admiral Goldwaithe trophy for training squadron
efficiency.
In addition to assignment as Training Officer, he
instructed in all phases of the basic jet syllabus and chaired
f l ight disposition boards conducted for students experiencing
flight difficulties .
He is thoroughly knowledgeable in all
aspects of syllabus development and implementation, training
analyses, and in~tructional systems development.
1971 -

1972

Assistant G-4

First Marine
Aircraft Wing

Assigned as a Mar in e Captain to a billet normally held by a
senior Lieutenant Colonel.
Responsible for normal logistical
support of an entire Marine aircraft mai nten ance, supply,
engineer support, motor transport, embarkation, and avionics.
He
was the primary logistics planner for deployment of a Marine
fighter group to Thailand and a Marine attack group to South
Vietnam .
Mr. Fairfield participated in negotiations for
Interservice support with U.S. Army and Air Force.
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KEVIN ULIANO
EDUCATION:

M.S., Industrial / Organizational Psy c h o l ogy,
University of Central Florida, 198 5
B.A., General Experimental Psychology,
University of Central Florida, 1983

CURRENT POSITION:
Prin c ipal Investigator,
S imulation and Training

Institute

for

EXPERIENCE SUMMARY:
Mr. Uliano has over six years of experience
as a res e arch psychologist working on a variety of behavi oral
research programs for the Department of Defense including
providing tec hnical support to the Visual Technology Resaerch
Simulator (VTRS) facility at the Naval Training Systems Center
(NTSC), and performing training effectiveness analyses on 2F29
and EA3B fli g ht simulators for NTSC's Human Factors Laboratory .
Mr.
Uliano
has
several
publications
and
professional
presentations in the area of human factors psychology, and i s a
me mber of s e ve r a l professional o rganizations.

APPLICABLE EXPERIENCE:
1987 - Present

Principal Investigator

Institute for Sim . & Trg.

Current duties include providing management and technical
direction in 1ST laboratory research for the U. S . Army in the
simulation and training domain as it relates to human factors
psychology .
Other research activities have included assessing
the impact of · individual characteristics on performancs,
designing effective human-computer interfaces for computer-based
training, and evaluating training devices from the Army's
MANPRINT perspective.
Human Factors

1987

Hay Systems, Inc.

Provided human factors engineering technical support to the U.S.
Department of
Defense and private
industry.
Area
of
specialization included MANPRINT - a methodology aimed at the
e ffective integration of manpower, personnel, training, and other
issues early in the systems acquisition process; and evaluation
of human - computer interfaces for training and management
application. Mr. Uliano also served as Marketing Coordinator for
Hay's Executive Assessment and Developme nt Simulations.
1985 -

1987

Research Psychologist

Essex Corporation

Provided technical support for the Visual Technical Research
Simualtor (VTRS) facility at the Naval Training Systems Center.
Completed tasks including research planning, data collection, and
quantitative analyses on experiments examining factors which
induce
simulator sickness
as well
as visual-ves t ibular
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i n terac ti ons
in
simula tor
f light
trainin g
s itu ations .
Inv es tigated the opera bility of var iou s simulator flight training
s ituations .
Investigated the operabilioty of various simulator
design features including field-ot - view, scene detail, and motion
c uing for landing helicopters on small ships.

1983 -

1985

Research Associate

Human Factors Lab

Naval Training Systems
Center

As a n on - site contra c tor for the University of Central Florida,
Mr. Uliano performed training effectiveness on 2F29 and EA- 38
flight simulators.
Planned and developed two prototype computeraided instruction systems using intelligent systems methodology
for t eaching navigational rules and for team training diagnosis
and feedback.

1984 - Present Training Consultant

Assessment Designs, Int'l

Continuing projects include designing and produci ng simulation
exercises and assess ing potential candidates for managerial
sel ection and training.
This requires expertise in assessment
center methodology and its application to selection, placement
and training procedures.
Clients h ave included Fortune 200
compa nie s such as General Motors, American Express and Data
General.
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BRENDA

~

BRADLEY

EDUCATION :
M.S . , Indust r ial / Organizational Psych o logy
University of Central Florida, 1990.
B.A., General Psychology
University o f Central Florida, 1988 .

A. A. , General Studies
Seminole Community College, 1985.
CURRENT POSITION:

Research Ass is tant, Institute for

simUlation and Training.
EXPERIENCE SUMMARY:

academic

experience

Ms.

in

Bradley

the

has

area

had practical

of training

as

well

as

effectiveness

evalua tion and job skill analysis.
technical reports and supported

She has authored a number of
the development of several

proposals.

participated

She has conducted and

in experimental

and ana lytic research studies.
APPLICABLE EXPERIENCE:
1989

to Present

Research Assistant

Univ. of Central Florida/
Institute for Sim. & Trg.

Actively contributed in the fulfillment of ~ training system
effectiveness evaluation contract for the U. S. Navy . Co-authored
several technical reports.
Responsible for the design,
development, implementation and analysis of empirical and survey
studies.
Contributed in the implementation and analysis of
several operational field studies and the development of
functional specifications for proposed system changes. Developed
a demonstration program using Dan Bricklin I s Demo 2 for the
functional specifications . Contributed to various proposals
including scheduling man power hours using Microsoft Excel.
1988 -

1989

Graduate Research Assistant

Naval
Training
Systems Center

Responsible ~or the preparation and delivery ot demonstration of
several on going training system projects to visiting
representatives.
Assisted with on-going research project
development.
19 86 -

1988

Senior Credit Authorizer

Sears, Roebuck & Co.

Responsible for the examination of credit accounts and
a uthorizing line of credit increases.
Monitored risk reports,
investigated problem accounts and decided upon proper action for
accounts. Responded to customer questions regarding actions
taken. Handled on-line calls from retail stores regarding
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qu es ti o ns

ab o ut c u stomer account s .

Technical Reports :
Bradley, B. (1990).
Survey Results.
Orlando, Fl:
University of
Central Florida/Institute for Simulation and Training.

Bradley ,
Orlando,

B. & Companion, M. (1990) •
Fl:
University of Central

Initi al User Survey.
Florida/ Institute for

Simulation and Training.
Bradley, B . & Companion, M. (1990).
Ooerational Test ll...!..
Foreiqn Lanquaq e Readinq Comcrehension. Orlando, Fl: University
of Central Florida/Institute for Simulation and Training.
Bradley, B. & Companion, M.
(1989).
ASTAR:
The Automated
Simulator Test and Assessment Routine .
Proceedings of the Cost
Eff ec tiveness Analysis Workshop.
IDtis! in Conjunction with th..!i.

11th Interservice / lndustry Training Systems Conference.

Bradley, B. & Companion, M. (1989). The Automa ted Simulator Test
and Assessment Routine (ASTAR) Abbreviated User ' s Manual.
Orlando, Fl:
University of Central Florida/ Institute for
Simulation and Training.
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GRADUATE

STUDENTS

STEVEN

KASS

~

EDUCATION:

Graduate Research Assis t a nt-Psychology

(in progress), Human Factors Psychology,
University of Central Florida.

Ph. D.

M.A., Industrial /Organiza tional Psychology,
Universi ty of West Florida, 1989.
B.S., Psychology , University of Florida, 1986.
EXPERIENCE: Mr . Rass has several years experience in the analysis

of human behavior to support expert system development.

His

recent activities have focused on the analysis of human behavior

for tactical decision making for simulated forces and situational
awareness. He has participated in the development of behavioral
models based on those cognitive analyses . He has also served as

the behavioral subject matter expert to support the computer
scientists workin g on several projects. He has extensive
exp er ience in the preparation of manuscripts and re ports
describing research proj ects. Mr. Kass is a coauthor on several
journal articles and several presentations.
APPLICABLE EXPERIENCE:

1989 - Present

Graduate Research Assistant

UCF/IST

Mr. Kass has been involved in rese arch in the area of situational
awareness and simulated forces. He has been supporting the FHTIC
grant on Tr aining Technology for Situational Awareness under
which he has been helping to analyze cognitive behaviors and
develop a cognitive model for situational awareness. He has
conducted empirica l studies in support of the program and
ass isted in the development of several manuscripts describing th e
project.
JOANN !;... RULLO

EDUCATION:

Graduate Research Assistant-Psychology

Ph.D . (in progress)Human Factors Psychology,
University of Central Florida, expected 1992.
B.A. , Psychology
university of Central Florida, 1988.
A.A., Vale ncia Community College, 1985 .

EXPERIENCE SUMMARY:
Ms. Rullo has various research experience
including collecting and analyzing data on the emergence of the
memory "generation effect" under various experimental conditions.
Research involving the development of innovative training
tec h niques for computer visual simulation, and research to
develop a design aid that would match visual displays of training
equipment to training needs.
Coauthored with Margaret Thomas,
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and

LoJ u a n Howard

and prese nted

" Overt Versus Cover t

Responding

and the Size of the Gene ration Effect " at the 38th Annual Meeting
of the Psy chonom ic Society, Seattle, 198 7.
APPLICABLE EXPERIENCE :
1 988 - Present

Graduate Research
Assistant

Institute for Simulati on
and Training

Currently conducting research applying human factors principles
in the development of a "Classroom of the Future".
Job aspects
include the desig n of a student workstation as well as an

instructor computer workstation.
computer Operator

1981 - 1 987

Repea, Inc.

Responsibilities included scheduling and processing jobs on an
IBM SYSTEM 38, daily backup of system files and libraries, and
printing and distribution of reports and special forms.
LI SA

~

SHRESTHA

EDUCATION:

Gradu a te Research Assistant-Psychology

M.S., Industrial/O rganizational Psychology,
Unive rsity of Central Florida, expected 19 90

B.A., Psychology/Business Administration,
u niversity of Central Florida, 1987

EXPERIENCE
SUMMAR Y:
Related
areas
of
study
include:
Industrial /O rganizational
psychology,
interviewing
and
counseling, motiva tional psychology, computer programming,
economics, market ing, accounting,
finance, personnel and
production / operations
management,
and
management
of
organizat ions.
Has been involved in extensive research in the
computer-aided instruction area, and cognitively engineered
training lessons utilizing cognitive learning theory.
APPLICABLE EXPERIENCE:

1987 - Present

Graduate Research
Assistant

Institute for Simulation
and Training

Currently involved in developing various elements of graphic
simulation a nd animation, cognitively engineering a number of
classified lessons for the Navy, and participating in the
development of a set of training
guidelines for instructor
ope rator stations.
Condu cted research dealing with the
evalua tion of user-computer interface characteristics in a
compute r-aided instruction (CAl) program.
Developed a CAl
program incorporating human factors principles which facilitate
interaction with the computer,
collected
and
analyzed
expe rimental data, and performed r esearch relating motivation and
learning to CAl. Also, participated in developing an experiment
intended to train individuals (at the Naval training Systems
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Center) h ow to operate a t actical console through intelligent
compu t er - aided instruction , co ll ected , organiz ed a nd analyzed
experimental data: and assisted in writing the technical report.
Ms. Shres tha also designed a procedural methodology detailing the
steps required to effectively engineer a l esson in a computerassisted environment; provided a detailed example of how to
implement these steps; and developed a set of guidelines for
lesson creation and development based on production modelling
theories and cognitive theories of motivation and learning.
Graduate Assistant-Computer Science

EDUCATION :

B.S. Computer Science,
University of Central Florida, 19 90 .

EXPERIENCE:
Mr. Kim received his B.S. in computer Science, with
a concentration in scientific methods, in august of 1990. His
p ro ficient in a wide variety of programming languages including
C, Ada, Fortran, Prolog and Lisp.
He has been he avi ly involved
in the area of artificial intelligence with emphasis on the
development of LISP programs for rule-based expert systems .
during the last year he has been involved in the development and
programming of rule-based models of decision making processes and
the development of user interfaces to simul ation environments.
He is responsible for the development of a rule-based state space
search program, written in a LISP variation, for selecting routes
through a threat envi r onment .
APPLICABLE EXPERIENCE:

1990 - Present

Underg~ad.

UCF/IST

Research Assistant

Mr. Kim ha s been invo l ved in a FHTIC grant on Training Technology
for Situational Awareness .
Mr. Kim is responsible for the
development and programming of ru l e -based models of the decision
making processes in vo l ved in situationa l awareness and the
simulation interface.
1989 - 1 990
MARY ANN FROGGE

EDUCATION:

Undergrad . Research Assistant

UCF/CREOL

Graduate Assistant-Computer Science

B.S . (Expected Dec. 1990) , Computer Science,
Universi t y of Central Florida.

EXPERIENCE:
Ms. Frogge is an undergraduate major in computer
Science, minor in Mathematics, at the University of Central
Florida where she is pursuing an Honors Degree.
She will be
enteri ng the graduate prog r am in Computer Science at the
University of Central Fl orida.
Ms . Frogge is a National Merit
Scholar and UCF President 's Scholar. Ms. Frogge is proficient in
a variety of programming l anguages including Ada, Li sp, C and
C++.
She has been involved in her studies and r esearch
79
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act iviti es i n the are a of artif i c i a l
intelligence .
Her
activi t ies i n t h e a rtifici a l i n tellige nce a r ea incl u de b o th rul ebased syste ms a nd neural netwo rk s .
During th e l as t y ea r s h e h as
been heavily involved in the d e velopment and programming of
neura l network models for decision making.
She ha s experience in
a number of neural n etwork techniques and development packages
including both neural network shel l s and custom developm e nt
languages.
APPLICABLE EXPERIENCE:
1 99 0 - Present

UCF/ IST

Undergrad. Research Assista nt

Ms . Frogge has been involved in a FHTIC grant on Training
Technology for Situationa l Awareness.
Ms. Frogge is responsible
for the developme nt and programming of neural network models of
the decision making processes involved in situational awareness.
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